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GW and the nation's capital prepare for Election Day 2008
Inside the Election Guide...
Students face voting problems
Varying absentee ballot rules
confuse young voters
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affordability policies
The candidates' views on higher-ed
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Visit The Hatchet online for
updated Election Day coverage,
including blogging and multimedia on local and national races.

Officials defend MPD transfer
ANC considers
hearing to study
Lanciano move
by Nick Marell and
Justine Karp
Hatchet Staff Writers
Facing opposition from the
University and neighborhood
leaders, city officials told community members last week that

they support the Metropolitan
Police Department’s recent decision to move a beloved lieutenant out of Foggy Bottom.
Lt. Phillip Lanciano, a police officer who often worked
closely with GW and the neighborhood, was abruptly reassigned to the 6th District in
Southeast last week without
public explanation from MPD.
Matthew Klein, the new acting
commander for MPD’s 2nd District, told residents at the West
End Citizens’ Association meet-

B5 Your election night drinking game
The Hatchet has a fun way to
make the most of election night
B6 GW alumni in Congress
Former students who are in the
political spotlight

Admins
step up
recruiting
efforts

KAZAKHCULTURE

ing Saturday afternoon that the
decision to move Lanciano was
not a punishment.
“It’s not that he wasn’t doing a good job, not that he did
anything to upset (Chief of Police Cathy Lanier),” Klein said.
He said Lanciano was one
of the more experienced officers
in the force and Lanier felt “she
needed his expertise in another
part of the city.”
Lanciano was moved from
See LEADERS, p. A3

by Madeleine Morgenstern
Hatchet Staff Writer

Org. donates $4,000 to Banaa
GW group to
help Sudanese
students
by Shimmy Edwards
Hatchet Staff Writer
The Clinton Global Initiative awarded $4,000 to a GW
student organization to support
the group’s efforts to bring additional Sudanese students to
American colleges and universities.

The Banaa student organization – also known as the
Sudan Educational Empowerment Network – is striving to
help students from the war-torn
African nation attend GW and
35 other universities across the
country. The program is partially funded by grants such
as Clinton Global Initiative, a
nonpartisan organization led
by former President Bill Clinton
that is dedicated to addressing
major world issues.
This year, Sudanese student
Makwei Mabioor Deng became
the first person to matriculate
into GW with the help of Banaa,

but the student organization
said it is only the beginning.
“In the next year, we are
looking to have another five Banaa scholars at different universities across the country, and the
year after that, seven, and essentially just continuing to scale
up the program to really build
up a force of Sudanese leaders
to go back to the community,”
said junior Michelle Flash, Banaa board member.
The Clinton Global Initiative honored Banaa co-founder
Evan Faber for his “outstanding
See BANAA, p. A5

Anne Wernikoff/assistant photo editor

Junior Aisha Bozzhigitova and Madina Zhumadilova perform
a traditional Kazakh dance at Kazakhstan Night, a celebration of Kazakh music, dance and culture at the Marvin Center Sunday evening.

Admissions
officers
are
stepping up recruitment efforts
across the country in response to
the global financial crisis, looking
to draw eyes away from a high
price tag by emphasizing GW’s
financial aid and fixed tuition
programs.
Officials have acknowledged
that GW’s admissions numbers
could dip this year, though the
school has already received more
applications than normal. The
new strategy will include a more
personal approach that emphasizes the value of a GW education, a senior administrator said
this week.
“We have to stress the features of GW that make it a worthwhile, lifelong investment,” said
See ADMISSIONS, p. A3
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CAMPUS
CALENDAR
MONDAY
HIGH 63 | LOW 51
REAL CONVERSATIONS - THE
PEOPLE’S CHOICE: ANALYZING
AMERICA’S ELECTION
SELECTION
Take a glimpse into the elections and discuss its potential
outcome.
7 p.m.
Marvin Center 402

TUESDAY
HIGH 67 | LOW 55
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS AND COLLEGE REPUBLICANS ELECTION
NIGHT FESTIVITIES
Come watch the results
of one of the most historic
elections in history with the
CDs and CRs. Enjoy several
memorable activities and free
food.
5 p.m.
CDs – MC Grand Ballroom
CRs – MC Continental
Ballroom
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT MOCK
ELECTION
Are you an international
student? Show your opinions
about the U.S. presidential
candidates while testing new
optical scan technology
ballots.
10 a.m.
Marvin Center H Street
Terrace

WEDNESDAY
HIGH 66 | LOW 55
NEW YORK TIMES FINANCIAL
COVERAGE OVERVIEW
Listen to a critique about
the media’s coverage of the
financial crisis from New
York Times business reporter
and Hatchet alumna Diana
Henriques.
RSVP to rsvpesia@gwu.edu.
6 p.m.
1957 E St., Room 602

Three business
leaders join Board
of Trustees
The Board of Trustees welcomed three new charter members
– entrepreneur Steven Roberts and
1977 graduates George Coelho and
Randy Levine – last month at their
first annual meeting.
The new trustees officially began their terms in July, bringing
the total number of trustees to 32,
including five alumni trustees, two
recent alumni trustees and 25 charter trustees.
Venture capitalist Coelho has
a background in sustainability
and energy issues as the managing director of Good Energies, LLP
in London. He also co-founded
Benchmark Capital in 2000, where
he invested in clean technology
companies.
A news release said he will play
a major role in GW’s sustainability
initiative.
As the president of the New
York Yankees for nine seasons,
Levine will oversee the development of the new Yankee Stadium.
Levine previously served as chief
labor negotiator for Major League
Baseball and was co-founder of the
YES Network.
He was also involved in numerous New York City government
positions like deputy mayor for
economic development, planning,
and administration.
Real estate entrepreneur Roberts is the president and chief
operating officer of The Roberts
Companies in St. Louis. He was
the youngest alderman ever elected
in St. Louis, where he served from
1979 to 1993.
–Lauren Hoenemeyer

Clarification
In "Chi Omega recruits 119
new members in its return
to GW" (Oct. 13, p. 2), The
Hatchet reported Pi Beta Phi
sorority "only" recruited 85
members when it came to
GW in 2006. The sorority was
limited to that number.

WWW.GWHATCHET.COM

SNAPSHOT

Speaker committee
receives more than
100 nominations

Democratic Race

Ryder Haske/senior staff photographer

GW alumnus Zack McAdoo, left, competes in Obamalleycat, a bicycle race that started in
Logan Circle Saturday night. McAdoo finished second in the competition.

National media magazine ranks documentary center in top 10
Documentary
magazine
The Independent ranked the
GW Documentary Center in its
list of the top 10 academic programs in the field last month.
The magazine, which promotes independent documentary filmmaking, ranked programs from schools such as
Stanford, Duke and University
of California, Berkley alongside GW.
GW’s program offers students the opportunity to become “immersed in critical
courses and encouraged to let
their ideas about future projects percolate before they ever
get their hands on a camera,"
according to The Independent’s
Web site. GW professor Nina
Seavey, the founder and director of the Documentary Center,

said she was both pleased and
surprised by the ranking.
“A good ranking in a respected national publication
can only translate into more
applicants who are more competitive, making the program
even better in the future than
it is now,” Seavey said, adding
she had no idea the program
was being evaluated until the
ranking was released.
Seavey, who is also an
Emmy Award winner, received
praise for her role in the program.
“There’s a hefty dose of the
history and theory of the art,
as well as significant hands-on
learning,” said Mike Hoffman,
editor of The Independent, in a
news release.
Traditional film programs

generally take two years to
complete, but GW’s documentary program takes six
months for students to a certificate in documentary filmmaking.
The program arrived at
GW in 1990 as part of the University’s history department. It
moved into the School of Media and Public Affairs building when the school opened
in 2000, but it wasn’t until last
year that the program merged
with SMPA.
Due to its location in the
District, the program has partnered with organizations such
as PBS, National Geographic
and The Discovery Channel,
which have all contributed to
its evolution.
–Billy McGlinn

The Commencement speaker
committee, formed this year to
increase transparency surrounding the annual event, received
113 nominations for potential
speakers, officials confirmed last
week.
About 65 percent of nominations came from students in the
Class of 2009, said Vice President
and General Counsel Beth Nolan,
who chairs the committee. Nominations also came from alumni,
parents, faculty, staff and friends of
GW.
The University has yet to release
the names up for consideration by
the committee, and the process will
remain confidential until the speaker is secured, Nolan said.
University
spokeswoman
Tracy Schario said the committee
is still sorting through the submissions.
“At this time, we don’t have
specific numbers or breakdown,”
she said in reference to duplicates
or possible instances of a person
nominating the same speaker several times.
The committee is tasked with
providing a short list of potential
speakers to University President
Steven Knapp, who will make further decisions based on the recommendations. There is no timeline
for releasing the name of the speaker, but in past years the speaker has
been announced in April or May,
Schario said.
Executive Vice President of
Academic Affairs Donald Lehman
said the University has an early
deadline for the nominations to
ensure that they solidify their first
choice.
“Everybody’s got to be realistic. Just because we invite someone
doesn’t mean that they are going to
accept,” Lehman said. “We are trying to do it early enough so we can
get our first choice. I think in the
past we waited too long.”
Lehman said in the past the
University has sent out invitations
around February.
–Amanda Dick
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Annual Greek Week includes multicultural orgs.
Fraternities and sororities conclude
week of fundraising activities
by Julie Bailey
Hatchet Reporter
Members of the Panhellenic
Association and Interfraternity
Council included the Multicultural Greek Council in their
annual Greek Week for the first
time last week.
The
yearly
tradition
brought members of Greek-letter life together for a week of
activities that raised more than
$3,000 for a D.C.-based food
bank. Senior Shannon Reed,
a member of Pi Beta Phi, said
that she fully supported the
change.
“This is the best Greek
Week yet, because we’re all included,” she said. “We should
be inclusive and not exclusive.”
Greek Week organizers also
decided to mix up the different
chapters during competitions.
This was done so that members
from different organizations
could interact and form crosschapter relationships.
The events began last Saturday with the Unity Ball, a
semiformal dance held at the
Capital Hilton.
On Sunday, the Greek-letter community hosted motivational speaker David Stollman.
He addressed the students
on some of the issues facing
members of Greek-letter life
communities across the country, specifically on how to deal
with people who do not understand Greek-letter life.

ADMISSIONS
from p. A1
Robert Chernak, senior vice president for Student and Academic
Support Services.
“We want to make a strong
case in what value is added,” Chernak added. “Whatever sacrifice
they’re going to make is exceeded
by the reward.”
Admissions officers are increasing their travel around the
country to seek out prospective
students, said Kathryn Napper,
executive dean for undergraduate
admissions. She added that they
are placing special emphasis on the
types of financial assistance available for students.
“We have seen an even more
positive response from parents
about our fixed tuition program,”
said Napper, referring to a pricing
plan that keeps students’ tuition
constant throughout their time at
the University. “It provides them
with security in knowing the tuition
costs over the next few years.”
Napper said she anticipates
more students will demonstrate
need for financial aid this year. She
said GW is ready to provide assistance and will commit to more
need-based aid.
“(Our) guaranteed grant program should make us more attractive than some of our competitors
in this economy,” Napper said.
The University’s $1.1 billion
endowment fell 3 percent last fiscal
year, still beating the stock market’s
19 percent loss.
“GW is in a very good situation to respond to the crisis,” Chernak said. “We think that word of
mouth will travel: We won’t abandon you.”
A recent study from Next Step

LEADERS
from p. A1
the 2nd District – where there
were 460 cases of homicide,
sexual assault, robbery, stolen
auto and aggravated assault
reported in 2005 – to the 6th
District, where 2,961 of these
cases were reported, according
to MPD statistics.
Lanier had plans to speak
at the Saturday meeting, but
Klein spoke in her place because she was unable to attend
due to a family emergency.
Last week the Foggy Bottom Association sent a letter to
Lanier and D.C. Mayor Adrian
Fenty asking that they reinstate
Lanciano to his post in the 2nd
District, where he has served
for the past 11 years.
They also passed out a template letter to encourage neighborhood residents to send their
own requests.
D.C. Councilman Jack Evans, D-Ward 2, told the FBA on
Thursday that he regrets the
neighborhood lost a “stellar”
officer, but declined to involve
himself in the Lanciano reinstatement effort. He said he
supports Lanier ’s personnel
changes.
“We need to keep politics
out of the police department,”
Evans said.
He said involving city
council members in certain
MPD affairs would lead to a
weaker and more corrupt po-

Greek Week continued on
Monday with date auction that
raised money for So Others
May Eat, a nonprofit organization that fights local hunger.
The week progressed with an
Olympic relay on Tuesday and
a pumpkin carving contest on
Wednesday.
Festivities culminated in a
talent show Thursday, which
was held in Lisner Auditorium
and drew more than 1,200 students. During the exhibition
team presented skits, most of
which had an Olympic theme
that involved interpretations
of this summer’s games with
a few variations – like a speed
walking event. Many showcased a Michael Phelps impersonator wearing a Speedo as he
ran through a group of screaming fans.
Dean Harwood, director of
Greek Life, said Greek Week
draws the greatest number
of participants out of all of
the Greek-letter events held
throughout the year. 

“This is the best
Greek Week yet
because we’re all
included.”
SHANNON REED
PI BETA PHI MEMBER

Magazine and ApplyWise.com
showed that half of families limit
their children’s college options to
less expensive schools. More than
50 percent of families said they
are looking at new ways to pay for
college, with 67 percent of those
respondents indicating they intend to apply for more need-based
scholarships.
Only one-third of families said
the economic downturn did not affect their college selection criteria.
“Academic offerings have always been the number one reason
to select a college, but clearly now,
the cost of attending college is
equally important,” said Katherine
Cohen, president and co-founder
of ApplyWise.com, in a news release.
Conversely, Tony Pals, director
of public information at the National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities, said that
despite a fair amount of speculation on the effect of the economy
on admissions, he has not yet seen
anything out of the ordinary.
“Private college enrollment has
grown over the last 20 years, and
that includes two recessions and
tough economic times in the early
‘80s and early ‘90s,” he said.
Pals speculated that this has
largely been a result of the endowments that private schools receive,
which are able to compensate for
some of the costs to families.
Chernak noted that options at
state schools could be limited as
well in terms of admission space
and funding.
“There aren’t too many state
schools with big endowments,” he
said.
Napper said, “Fortunately, GW
is well-received in the marketplace,
and our reputation and educational
value should benefit us in the coming year.” 
lice force.
“If you give a council
member power over personnel
matters, you lose your police
department,” Evans said. “I
was here when that was done
in the 1980s, and you will have
a mess on your hand.”
At a special meeting of the
Advisory Neighborhood Commission held Sunday night,
members discussed holding a
hearing to investigate Lanciano's controversial transfer. 

Aude White/Hatchet photographer

Junior Jeremy Stone, left, vice president of chapter services for Alpha Epsilon Pi, and Andy Stoltzfus, right, executive vice-president
of Inter-Fraternity Council, prepare hamburgers for the Greek Week barbecue Saturday afternoon.

Greek membership on the rise
by Julie Bailey
Hatchet Reporter
Greek-letter life at GW is not
just expanding; it’s exploding.
Participation in Greek-letter
organizations on campus has
increased nearly 70 percent over
the past five years, from 12.5
percent of the undergraduate
population in 2003 to 21.2 percent this fall.
Both administrators and
students attribute the growth
to a positive feedback cycle, in
which more and more people
join fraternities and sororities
because they know students
who have had a good experience with Greek-letter life.
“The more people who are
involved and have a good experience with Greek life the
more it becomes contagious,”
said Dean Harwood, director of
Greek Life.
Harwood said he sees the
growth as a response to the
changing nature of University
students. The student population is now more interested in

Got Tips?
news
@
gwhatchet.
com

the benefits of Greek-letter life
than students 10 years ago, he
said.
“If it’s popular, it generates
enthusiasm,” said Robert Chernak, senior vice president for
Student and Academic Support
Services.
Senior Amanda Gancayco,
vice president of marketing and
public relations for the Panhellenic Association, attributed the
expansion to a blurring of lines
between Greek-letter life and
the GW community.
“People on campus are seeing how active Greek members are in not only the Greek
community, but the entire GW
community as well,” she said.
“I think the University’s Greek
Life staff and the students in
Greek life have worked together
to help facilitate the growth of
our community.”
The increase in growth can
also be partly attributed to the
2003 addition of Townhouse
Row on 23rd Street, Harwood
said. Soon after its construction,
the Inter-Fraternity Council and

the Panhellenic Association began adding new chapters.
The Sigma Chi fraternity
and Pi Beta Phi sorority came to
GW in 2006, followed by Zeta
Beta Phi fraternity the following year and Kappa Alpha Order fraternity last January. This
fall, chapters of the Chi Omega
sorority and the Delta Tau Delta
fraternity were added to the list
of Greek-letter organizations on
campus.
As of this fall, about 21
percent of undergraduate men
and 22 percent of undergraduate women are participants in
Greek-letter life. After the organizations recruit new members
from spring recruitment, these
numbers are expected to increase again.
Plans for expansion in the
near future include the possible
addition of a new multicultural
fraternity or sorority.
Chernak said GW would be
receptive to further expansion
“as long as there’s demand.”
“We’ve never imposed our
institutional will on the Greek

community,” he said. “We’re really just receivers of recommendations.”
One of the main problems
facing this expansion is the limitation of space on campus for
new organizations.
Townhouse Row and chapter houses provide a majority
of housing for members, but
as more chapters are added the
University will be faced with the
difficulty of finding more space
for them, Harwood said.
To combat the expanding
housing needs of Greek-letter
life, the University assigned all
of International House for their
use. Last year, only three floors
were devoted to Greek-letter
members, but now fraternity
and sorority members live on
all nine floors.
Harwood said the popularity of chapters has little to do
with the choice to place them in
housing.
He said, “The chapters that
continually live up to their values and standards are given
housing.” 

“

Whatever sacrifice they’re going to make is exceeded by
the reward.
–Senior Vice President for Student and Academic Support Services
Robert Chernak, referring to incoming students and GW's tuition.

Claire Autruong – Opinions Editor (cautruong@gwhatchet.com)
Diana Kugel – Contributing Editor (dkugel@gwhatchet.com)

Writing a noble narrative

editorial
Solidarity with the Quad
News
Last week, a New York Times editorial
brought to light a student journalism controversy at Quinnipiac University in Connecticut.
All the top editors at the university-sponsored
student paper, The Quinnipiac Chronicle, left
the publication last year over conflicts with the
administration and formed the Quad News, an
independent news site.
The administration responded by prohibiting many university employees from communicating with the Quad News. They also
threatened to ban the campus chapter of the
Society of Professional Journalists for supporting the site.
Quinnipiac University's actions were objectionable and this page stands with the New
York Times in calling for Quinnipiac to retract
its unfounded threat against the SPJ chapter. At
the same time, Quinnipiac should not be suppressing student journalism efforts on campus.
According to the Boston Globe, Quinnipiac
officials are willing to work with the Chronicle
on gaining independence from the university. If
that is the case, then there is no reason to prevent
the Quad News from working independently
on the same campus. Editors of both the Chronicle and the Quad News said the two publications get along, and the university should not
try to stifle a healthy sense of competition.
Heavy-handed gestures like gag orders and
threatening letters do not prevent students from
trying to get the news, and the actions reflect
poorly on the university.
Independent student journalism is a vital
part of campus discourse, and student publications should be able to criticize the university
without fear of repercussion or censorship. GW
has a number of student-run, independent Web
sites and blogs, and The Hatchet became independent in 1993 with University approval.
The bottom line is that Quinnipiac should
not be trying to restrain the operations of the
Quad News or threaten Quinnipiac’s Society
of Professional Journalists. They should welcome an independent news medium and the
journalistic competition it will bring to campus
and officially retract the letter threatening the
SPJ.

Swimming in problems
If you see any GW swimmers in class with
less body hair than usual, it’s not because they’re
shaving to be more sleek and aerodynamic in the
water.
On Thursday, The Hatchet reported that
members of the water polo and men’s and women’s swim teams suffered “substantial hair loss
and severe itching” after practicing in a Smith
Center pool that began registering a “chemical
imbalance” on Oct. 21.
In and of itself, it would be unfortunate that
a “mechanical glitch” occurred and caused the
athletes such physical discomfort, but mistakes
do happen. Here, however, the issue is not that
there was a malfunction. The crux of the matter
is the communications breakdown that occurred
somewhere between athletes, coaches, pool
management and Smith Center facilities management.
It is difficult to pinpoint where communications went awry, but when health issues are
involved, confusion and lack of knowledge are
unacceptable.
The week the imbalance was detected, a GW
employee called Winkler Pool Management to
fix the problem, and the company reported that
the pH and chlorine levels that week were abnormal.
A week after all of this occurred, Jason Wilson, assistant athletic director and Smith Center
facilities manager, told The Hatchet that he was
unaware of any problem until he was contacted
for comment and insisted that “no one would
ever be exposed to something unsafe.”
Whether or not the imbalance was “unsafe,”
swimmers still experienced significant hair loss
on their bodies, as well as itchiness and changing hair color – and as of yet officials have not issued a public explanation. One of the swimmers’
biggest concerns was that facilities management
did not keep the teams aware of the situation and
still has not stated whether the imbalance had
anything to do with their symptoms.
To his credit, Wilson apologized to athletes
and addressed the issue once he was made
aware of it, but the fact remains that as the facilities manager, Wilson should have been aware
of the swimmers’ complaints and should have
communicated with them well before being informed by The Hatchet.
There are still lingering, unanswered questions. The athletes are still unaware of what
exactly caused their irritation and hair loss and
whether the University is even looking into
the issue. The communication breakdown that
resulted in the Smith Center facilities manager
being completely unaware of a problem with
the pool has also not been satisfactorily addressed.
Student-athletes deserve better and will
hopefully recover quickly from their discomfort.
In the meantime, though, they do have one bit of
consolation – part of next year’s millions of dollars in Smith Center renovations will go toward
overhauling the pool’s plumbing and ventilation
systems.
That new pool can’t come soon enough.
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Looking beyond the election

T

he first law of thermodynamics show that major realignments seem to
states that “energy can never be happen at around 30- to 40-year intercreated or destroyed, but it can be vals. These are rare times when political
transferred to another body
will becomes strong enough
or changed into a different
for the government to unform.” To date, not a single
dertake major reforms.
physical reaction has been
With past realignments, the
observed that violates this
government was able to relaw.
write its narratives.
When you wake up on
FDR said, “The test of
Wednesday, things might
our progress is not whether
not be so simple anymore.
we add more to the abunObviously I’m not talkdance of those who have
ing about physics here, but
much; it is whether we
instead about the sheer
provide enough for those
amount of energy that
who have too little.” Hishas been poured into this
tory and reading between
J
USTIN
G
UIFFRE
campaign season. After
the lines have taught us
22 months of build-up,
that this meant the govCOLUMNIST
both candidates claim
ernment can and will
that change will be comprovide.
ing on Tuesday. So with
The 1980 election afhundreds of paid camforded Ronald Reagan a
paign staffers, millions of volunteers and similarly defining opportunity. “We will
expenditures reaching into the billions, uphold the principles of self-reliance,
we have to ask: What happens to all of self-discipline, morality and, above all,
that energy? What about Wednesday?
responsible liberty for every individual
Studies of American politics will that we will become that shining city on

a hill.” Here again the narrative changed,
this time with the idea that government
will become a minor actor instead of allencompassing.
For many of us, this campaign is
something deeply personal. Many have
gone out and spent countless hours
entering data and knocking on doors.
For the most devoted volunteers, it has
meant sacrificing sleep and occasionally
the better part of their sanity. The worst
thing would be to let that energy be destroyed.
The fact remains that no matter
what happens on Tuesday, we will wake
up the next day with an ailing economy,
major energy concerns, government systems that desperately need revamping
and, most importantly, a mandate for a
new direction bigger than our parents
can remember.
I believe that tomorrow will bring
us the kind of crucial moment not experienced in decades. As of now there
is no telling what the next narrative will
become. No matter the outcome, it will
not be written solely by the next president, but rather by what we as a nation

choose to do.
We as a generation need to ensure
that we work with our government to
develop real solutions. The campaign
will seem like play time compared to the
problems we now face.
We are especially fortunate because,
for many of us, the first taste of true political participation has brought inspiration. That energy cannot be destroyed.
If anything, it must be transferred and
transformed. Tomorrow we decide, after 22 months of emotion, anger, work,
hope and occasionally some fun. On
Wednesday we begin to draft the next
narrative.
This is not an opportunity that every
generation is afforded. It would be good
to keep Johann Goethe’s words in mind:
“If any man wish to write in a clear style,
let him be first clear in his thoughts; and
if any would write in a noble style, let
him first possess a noble soul.”
What will we write? What will we
do with all this energy? What will you
do Wednesday?
–The writer is a sophomore majoring in
international affairs.

Five ways to spend $5 billion
Better uses for the election money

O

ne more day, and it will finally be over.
destruction that never existed, we’ve managed to lose
Gone will be that questioning voice in com- the trust of our allies and give our enemies more reamercials asking you to rethink your candidate. sons to hate us. Continued efforts in Iraq only further
No more half-hour infomercial candidate ads. And I’ll obliterate our credibility, but trying to fix these probfinally be able to get through my day withlems through solid diplomatic efforts is a
out a phone call telling me why the other
step in the right direction.
guy is actually the devil incarnate. While
The American Academy of Diplomacy
I am certainly thankful to be rid of this, it
and the Stimson Center report that douwould be foolish to completely discard the
bling the current number of diplomats
memory of what has become staggeringly
would cost $3 billion. We could use the
expensive campaign season, for fear of losspare $2 billion for additional resources
ing the lesson that can be found in this madand expanding understaffed missions.
ness.
Or we could go in a completely different
Last week, the Center for Responsive
direction by investing in stem cell research.
Politics released a report estimating the cost
Conservative objections to such research
of presidential and congressional elecrooted in the claim that using discarded
tions will total $5.3 billion. That’s right.
embryos is unethical are no longer valid.
Billion. With a big ol’ capital B.
In 2006, scientists developed a method
N
IKETA BRAR
Now perhaps this is just the cost of
to remove single stem cells from an emdoing business – after all, election turnbryonic cluster without destroying the
COLUMNIST
outs are projected to be the highest ever
embryo. So let’s amp up investments
this year. But do we really need to spend
in this century’s defining breakthrough
the equivalent of the Bahamas’ GDP on
technology and start working to solve
an election season? Isn’t there something
modern medical problems that affect evbetter we can do with five billion bucks?
ery American.
Turns out there are. Here’s five possibilities, in no
If that falls through, we could always turn to someparticular order:
thing a little less controversial – education reform. Five
First, expand the diplomatic corps. It goes without billion dollars could bring more than 100,000 new
saying that foreign affairs are not our strong suit these teachers into public schools. But it could also fund indays. While invading countries for weapons of mass novative education programs designed specifically

for certain neighborhoods. Successful pilot programs
can then be replicated in similar school systems, and
maybe we could finally get closer to closing the education gap.
If none of these ideas make sense, perhaps this
should. With all that investment in getting people out
to vote, shouldn’t we at least ensure their vote will
count? After tomorrow, Virginia and Maryland, among
others, will revert back to paper ballots, which were
shunned after the grand debacle in 2000. Apparently,
the risk of voter fraud and hacking is too high to use
electronic voting. Meanwhile, pundits are predicting
extremely long lines at voting booths, as early voters
have already witnessed.
Now, I’m not sure how much a voting booth costs,
but I’m sure you could get a whole bunch of them for
$5 billion. Isn’t that the investment we should really be
making?
And if none of these ideas float your boat, consider
this. Instead of spending $5 billion on campaigns, let’s
just pay every eligible voter roughly $23 to study up on
the candidates and then take a quick quiz to ensure that
they actually know what they’re voting for when they
vote. Once voters are put through that, it will inevitably
lead to a sincere investment in national politics.
This isn’t buying votes – this is buying educated
voters. And isn’t that what we all really want in the
end?
–The writer, a senior majoring in international affairs
and political science, is a Hatchet columnist.

Keep the Electoral College alive
It’s not perfect, but it’s necessary

T

here’s been a lot of talk recently about the ineptitudes of the Electoral College. Many see it merely
as an old artifact of the past, something so hopelessly outdated and irrelevant in today’s modern world
that it is surprising to find it still exists.
Though it does have some flaws, that is by no means
a reason to do away with it. It is important
to remember that the Electoral College
does something that a direct democracy in
an area as large as the United States could
ALEX
never do: It gives different segments of
the whole country some semblance of fair
representation, thereby making America a
representative democracy as it was intended to be when
the Constitution was formed.
The population in the U.S. varies widely, with many
sparse, rural areas contrasting with dense, urban ones.
Obviously, the denser areas have more of a say in an
election because they have more people. However, in
a direct democracy, dense areas would be dispropor-

tionately influential, since candidates would focus their
policies on them in order to get the most bang for their
buck.
Sure, in a direct democracy each vote counts, but
when areas have small populations, they can become
merely become small, insignificant tallies. In the electoral system, these same tallies add together
to represent a cohesive region, which
amounts for electoral points. Therefore,
each region is given a say. When this
SMITH
occurs, the president-elect is more of a
representative president because a multitude of regions have input and impact
on the election, and while in varying degrees, it clearly is
a representative system.
Not only is the system of voting more representative
under the Electoral College, but the presidential hopefuls essentially have to pay heed to multiple regions of
America to ensure victory. A candidate cannot merely
focus on winning over the voters of the major East Coast

cities such as New York and Boston and large states like
California and Texas. The candidates must take into account and focus on more sets of interests to appeal to
voters from all regions. As such, under the electoral system, the president is elected by all the states in union, not
just a few.
The Electoral College is by no means perfect. Though
not outdated in principle, with a much larger presentday population in the United States, it would perhaps be
better suited for the college to use proportional victories
with the electoral votes as opposed to winner-take-all.
One who wins an area by, say, 1 percent over the other
candidate should perhaps not receive 100 percent of the
points. This would make the electoral college even more
representative by nature, furthering the success it has enjoyed to this point.
The current electoral college system is not flawless,
but then again, what system is? If anything, let’s focus on
refining it rather than eliminating it.
–The writer is an undecided freshman.

Letters to the Editor
Don’t judge women by
Halloween costumes

As a GW student, a feminist and
a future leader of America, I must respond to Melanie Hoffman’s criticism
of GW women’s Halloween costumes
(“What would your father say?” Oct.
30, p. 1).
Her column is written from a place
of expertise about feminism and how
women should behave. But it leaves
out two incredibly important aspects
of feminism – sexual liberation and
choice.
Believe it or not, GW women know
exactly what we’re doing when we don
our corsets and fishnets once a year. We
are intelligent, liberated women who
are in touch with our sexuality. And
more importantly, we have the right to

choose the way we dress and behave.
It does not mean that we accept objectification by men – or by other women,
who also objectify us by judging us by
our wardrobe instead of our character.
I do not think this behavior is unacceptable for the accomplished, educated women of our school. We are the future leaders of America 364 days out of
the year. We are making the dean’s list,
volunteering on campaigns, taking the
LSATs and scoring prestigious internships. Why should we deny ourselves
one night a year to leave behind our
high-stress academic and professional
lifestyles and just have fun?
Oh, and as far as “what would my
father say?” Well, Ms. Hoffman is correct in wondering “what has the struggle for women’s rights been worth?”
Indeed, what has that struggle accom-

plished if women can’t even choose an
outfit without their father’s approval?
Samantha Dercher
Junior

Comparing recruitment
numbers does not matter

I would like to comment on the Oct.
30 article in The Hatchet regarding Chi
Omega at GW (“Chi Omega recruits 119
new members in its return to GW,” p.
2).
I am a GW alumna, class of ‘71. I was
also the treasurer of the Phi Alpha chapter of Chi Omega when it went inactive
in the late 1960s. I was also a strong proponent of its return this year.
First, Chi Omega is not a new sorority at GW. It had a presence on campus
for a number of years before it went in-

active. The same is true of Pi Beta Phi.
Second, I am not sure why the article’s author chose to compare the recent
recruitment figures for the two sororities.
To me, it really has no relevance. The existence and development of sororities on
any campus is really not a competitive
sport. It is affected by a number of internal and external factors. Both Chi-O and
Pi Phi are quality Greek-letter organizations. Both offer their members positive,
life-altering experiences.
I would hate to see this comparison
of numbers pit one Greek-letter organization against another, because they
both are so worthwhile. Each sorority
brings a special orientation and perspective to the GW campus. Recruitment and
bid numbers are just that – numbers.
Claire Jarvis
Alumna
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Univ. installs green roof at ESIA School preps for
$25,000 project
Inaugural Ball
will help
environment

by Lauren Hoenemeyer
Hatchet Reporter

by Alex Altskan
Hatchet Reporter
The University constructed
its first “green roof” on the Elliott School of International
Affairs City View Room terrace late last month.
The 2,000-square-foot development was organized by
GW’s chapter of Net Impact, a
nonprofit organization based
in San Francisco, with the
help of other environmental
groups.
Green roofs are additional
layers of vegetation and waterproof covering placed on
top of a building’s existing
structure. The roofs help offset carbon emissions, decrease
water runoff and attract nature
back to urban settings by creating habitats for city-dwelling
birds, said Facilities Planning
Director Nancy Giammatteo.
She added that the neighborhood was very supportive of
the construction.
Heavy rain neither discouraged nor stopped the Oct.
25 installation. The workers –
graduate students from GW's
Sustainable Landscape Design
program, along with members
of Green GW and Net Impact
– worked all day to complete
the project.
“Everybody was a trooper,” Giammatteo said. The ef-

BANAA
from p. A1
commitment to improving communities and lives across the world.”
“We’re doing everything from
selling Krispy Kreme doughnuts
to applying for large grants,” said
Faber, a senior. “We were happy to
receive the $4,000 from the Clinton
Global Initiative.”
While Banaa’s work is charitable, the organization’s leaders
stressed that their initiatives extend
beyond donations.
“Banaa is really a strategic program building a new generation
of leaders that would be endowed
with the necessary skills to build a
country from the ground up,” said
Banaa co-director Zach Hindin, a
junior. “Basically, what we’re trying
to do is empower a new generation
with all the tools and knowledge
they would need.”
Banaa’s focus is to help students from Sudan obtain the
tools necessary to affect positive
change in their home country.
The national student organization was founded at GW in summer 2006 and now has 35 other
chapters at universities across
the country.
“The long-term (goal) is to really endow the network such that
really a number of students can be
coming to American universities
every year and at the same time
leaving for Sudan every year,” Hindin said.

join us

Harry Bergmann/Hatchet photographer

Barbara Deutsch, professor of landscape design, speaks to the sustainable design class on the
roof of 1957 E St. last Saturday afternoon.
fort lasted about eight hours,
ending around 4:30 p.m. when
the rain became unbearable. In
the end, more than 4,000 plant
“sedums” were planted in a
three-color layout designed by
Sustainable Landscape Design
Director Adele Ashkar.
Many universities have installed such structures on their
buildings, and Net Impact
member Brett Kaplan said in
an e-mail last spring that the
purpose of the project is “to
provide a conspicuous demon-

Flash added that, “If you want
to dream big, the long-term goal is
peace in Sudan, but more realistically is starting to get some positive change on the ground, because
that’s the real goal of Banaa.”
Faber said four other universities have committed to providing
scholarships for students. Scholarships cover the cost of tuition, room
and board, but Banaa has to fundraise to cover any other expenses
that might arise.
“We’re getting the school to defer the in-scale cost of tuition, room
and board, but there’s a lot of other
expenses that come in the way,
anywhere from cell phone minutes
to food and clothes, anything that
comes up outside of books and
GW food,” Hindin said.
The relatively new scholarship
– which accepted applications for
the first time last year – has already
garnered a lot of attention.
“Word really trickled by word
of mouth,” Hindin said. “We got
in total somewhere close to 200 applicants.”
The scholarship selection process is similar to the admissions
process for American students, but
prospective Banaa scholars submit
their applications to Banaa before
going to the University Admissions Office.
As a group, the students in
Banaa read through the applications and two essay questions related to Banaa. Their recommendations are then read again by
the group’s board, which makes a
final recommendation to the University. 

stration of GW's commitment
to sustainability and to create
top-of-mind awareness for students, faculty, and alumni."
The green roof was in the
planning stages since last
spring, when it received final
approval from Executive Vice
President and Treasurer Lou
Katz on Earth Day 2008. More
than 70 percent of the $25,000
needed to complete the project came from the University,
with another $2,000 provided
by the Class of 2007 Green

Campus Fund and the final
$5,000 from the Student Association Social Responsibility
Initiative.
Ultimately, promoters said
they hope that this “pilot”
green roof will convince the
University and others of the
roof’s benefits, increasing the
number of installations on and
off campus. Organizers said
the Elliott School roof may also
be used for studies, such as researching habitats and water
runoff projects. 

The University has yet to
hear if presidential nominees
Barack Obama or John McCain
will attend the fifth GW Inaugural Ball, but students can be
sure at least one president will
be there.
University President Steven
Knapp will host the dance on the
evening of the Presidential Inauguration on Jan. 20 at the swanky
Omni-Shoreham Hotel. The ball
became a GW tradition in 1993
with the swearing in of former
President Bill Clinton and is one
of many similar parties held
across the District. In 2004, more
than 4,000 people attended the
event.
Tickets are on sale for $85 until midnight on Election Day at the
Marvin Center TicketMaster. PostElection Day tickets are $100. Students can pay using cash, check,
charge or Colonial Cash.
“We are in a state of transition in regards to the presidential
election,” Knapp said at the Board
of Trustees meeting last month.
“Students have the opportunity
to partake in the election cycle
during their career at GW. Whatever field they may be involved
in, there is an atmosphere of excitement around the election at
GW.”
Besides the president-elect,
the invite list also includes members of Congress, the incoming
executive administration, U.S.
ambassadors, GW students, fac-

ulty, alumni, family members,
media and benefactors of the University.
Live bands and televised Inauguration Day footage will be
featured at the ball.
GW is searching for student
talent to perform at the event.
Students may apply by filling out
a form located on the Inaugural
Ball information page on GW’s
Web site.
Black tie attire is preferred,
but not required. Women are encouraged to wear cocktail dresses
or ball gowns and men may wear
dark suits or tuxedoes.
The University is promoting the clothing company Men’s
Wearhouse, which will be on
campus Dec. 2 and 3 to provide
discounted tuxedos for rent.
Many students said they
are excited about the ball even if
their preferred candidate loses on
Tuesday.
"Events like this is why you
would come to D.C. You can't
get stuff like this anywhere else,"
sophomore Keenan Marshall said.
"I am still going to go, even if my
candidate doesn't win, because it
would be a wasted opportunity if
I didn't go."
Sophomore Kate Byom said
she hopes the Democratic presidential nominee will make an appearance.
"Going to the ball would
be the experience of a lifetime,"
Byom said. "I would die if Obama
showed up to the ball. I really
hope he shows up. This is why I
decided to come to GW." 

Grad schools target GW students
SPHHS and Law
School recruit
recent alumni
by David Heller
Hatchet Reporter
The School of Public Health
and Health Services and the Law
School are stepping up recruitment efforts among GW undergraduates this year, school officials said.
With more student interest in
the two schools, SPHHS and the
Law School plan to hold events focused on reaching out to students
already on campus.
“Those students know what
they’re getting into,” said Jane
Smith, director of admissions at

SPHHS, referring to GW undergraduates. “They have friendship groups established, and they
know how to get places, know
how to take advantage of the D.C.
area. It is nice for them.”
In each of the last three years,
about 28 undergraduate students
have returned to GW to obtain an
advanced public health degree.
At the Law School, 210 out of the
about 2,000 students were GW undergraduates.
“We appreciate that GW undergraduates are already on the
campus and are connected to the
larger GW family,” said Matthew
Dillard, a senior admissions counselor from the Law School. “We
welcome the undergrads to visit
us because we are right here.”
He said his school will have an
open house this spring exclusively
for GW undergraduates.
“This will be the first year that

we’ve held a particular event that
will provide information and be a
welcome to the Law School for our
undergrads in particular,” Dillard
said.
SPHHS already uses several
recruitment techniques to take advantage of its unfettered access to
GW students.
“All the students who are
public health majors or minors as
undergrads are put into respective listservs,” Rhineberger said.
“The office then sends out periodic e-mails offering opportunities
to come and speak with us about
questions regarding graduate
school in general, admissions to
our program or about making public health a part of their career.”
Jane Smith, SPHHS director
of admissions, said the graduate
SPPHS does not regularly travel to
other universities for graduate fairs,
but holds recruitment activities in

D.C. that involve one-on-one meetings with prospective students.
“That is easier to do with all
of our students here, because we
can readily get to them,” she said.
“These students are our students,
so it is easier for us to provide
these services for them.”
William DeLancey, a secondyear graduate student who received his undergraduate degree
from GW in 2007, was not exposed
to the new recruitment efforts.
“As an undergraduate I didn’t
hear about the graduate program,”
he said.
It was the familiar territory
that convinced DeLancey to continue his studies at GW.
“I already had my GWid, an
e-mail and I knew the area,” he
said. “There are so many technical
things as a new student that you
just didn’t need to do. It didn’t feel
like a transition at all.” 
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GW HISTORY

November 3, 1986:

November 3, 1997:

November 4, 1993:

Four panelists, including
Hustler magazine editor Larry
Flint, debated the legality of
pornography in Lisner.

Admiral William Grove, who
served as Joint Chiefs chair
under President Reagan,
joined the Elliott School faculty.

Thurston Hall was evacuated
after an unknown man phoned
in a bomb threat.

Brittany Levine – Life Editor (blevine@gwhatchet.com) | Laura Treanor – Contributing Editor (ltreanor@gwhatchet.com)

Reaching to the skies
Alumnus wins lifetime achievement award
for sculpting career
by Marie Zisa
Hatchet Reporter
Proper restaurant etiquette: Don’t
light swizzle sticks on fire using the candles on the table.
GW alumnus John Safer did not
abide by this rule. If he had, he may not
have the illustrious career he has today.
Sixty years ago, Safer experimented
with sculpture for the first time by lighting those sticks on fire and molding them
into abstract shapes. This year he received
the Distinguished Alumni Achievement
Award from the Alumni Association for
his sculpting accomplishments.
“I kind of stumbled into sculpting,”
said Safer, who also sculpted the 78-foottall statue titled “Ascent” located at the
entrance of the Smithsonian Institution’s
Udvar-Hazy Center of the National Air
and Space Museum at Dulles Airport.
Safer created it with polished steel on a
granite base, and said the intent of his
piece was to draw the eyes toward the
sky.
The statue represents man’s desire
“to break the bonds of gravity,” he said,
adding, “We’d love to fly the way a bird
does.”
Safer received his associate’s degree
in economics from GW in 1942 and his
bachelor’s degree in 1947. He graduated
from Harvard Law School in 1949.
And though he has been recognized
as a successful sculptor, he never took an
art class.
“Formal training has nothing to do
with art,” he said.
Besides sculpture, Safer has been successful in banking, real estate and television production.
“I feel I’ve lived two lives: business
in one and art in another,” he said.
No matter what he was doing, he always had an attraction to fine arts. Today,
his work is featured all over the world,
including Spain, France and Beijing. The
first floor of Gelman Library is also home
to Safer’s statue “The Golden Quill.”
This year, the University presented
the Distinguished Alumni Achievement

Award to three alumni including Safer.
The award annually recognizes alumni
who have had notable achievements
during their careers. Raina Lenney, the
senior director of Alumni Relations, said
“it is the highest honor an alum can receive.”
The award’s committee evaluates
the nominees’ careers, professional, civic
and political activities, memberships and
other awards. This year’s winners graduated from many schools within GW,
including the School of Business, the Elliott School of International Affairs, the
School of Engineering and Applied Science and the Columbian College. Their
careers vary from presidents of companies to actors.
Each of Safer’s works embodies a different theme.
In one piece titled “Echo,” which is
composed of two jagged vertical beams,
Safer focused on the relationship between sculpture and music.
“I wanted to create harmonies, chords
and discords as well and then solve the
conflict all in one piece,” he said.
He noted how at times his imagination gets the best of him. “Your hands
create things you’re not consciously
aware of sometimes,” he said.
Safer continues to sculpt every day
and does his best to fulfill every request
he gets. One request he received was
from the Funger family – of Funger Hall.
The result was “Unity,” a sculpture consisting of three curved steel beams reaching to the sky. Safer said it embodies “the
beauty of nature and the way grass blows
in the wind” and the strength of family.
One of his most unique works is
not in front of a museum or university
and has not been highly publicized. It
is called “Fantasy” and features circular
lucite twisted into intricate knots. Using
polarized light, Safer was able to make it
glow a brilliant blue.
“No one else has done it before or
since,” he said.
When giving advice to students, he
said, “Let your instincts be your guide.”
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John Safer, a GW alumnus, stands in front of a statue in his house. Safer, who
has a statue featured outside the Udvar-Hazy Center of the Air and Space Museum, recently won the Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award.

Getting the security scoop
Department of State official explains security clearances
by Reva Singh
Hatchet Reporter

Gaetano Iannacconne/Hatchet photographer

Jim Onusko, director of personnel security for the Department of
State and a GW graduate, speaks to students about the application process for federal jobs at the Marvin Center last Wednesday afternoon.

A director at the Department of State
gave out top-secret information to GW
students Wednesday night. But this was
not a dark alleyway exchange. It was an
event hosted by the Career Center.
Jim Onusko, director of personnel security for the Department of State and a
GW graduate, spoke to several dozen students in the Marvin Center about working
for federal agencies or private companies
associated with the federal government.
“Most people don’t get this information, so today you guys will get pretty
good insight into this line of work,”
Onusko said.
The presentation, “The Secrets of Security Clearances,” included information
on basic security clearance, how applicants are evaluated and what keeps them
from being accepted.
Onusko emphasized the three main

GW BlindDate: Too close for comfort
This week’s Hatchet Blind Date broke one of the cardinal rules of dating: Don’t date
your friends’ exes. Adding to that, junior Nate Andorsky brought his best friend
along on the date, who happens to be junior Alyssa Friedlander’s roommate’s boyfriend. Their Wednesday evening dinner at Peacock Café showed the two blind daters,
with their promiscuous topics of conversation, that they were not meant to be. After
friends, roommates and exes got involved, the relationship stopped at friendship.
– Nikita Sabharwal

Alyssa
Actually, I found out who
he was before and it turns out
it’s my roommate’s boyfriend’s
roommate; I had only met him
once before so I didn’t really
know him. But I think he was really nervous because he invited
them along, which I thought was
kind of funny. So it was kind of
like a double date.
I’ve never been on a blind
date before, but I have been on
an actual date before. He seemed
nice, typical GW frat kid. We
went to the Peacock Café and I
had a salad and salmon.
Michelle Rattinger/
Hatchet photographer

qualities that government employers
look for: “Good judgment, trustworthiness and reliability.”
Records and references from where
applicants have lived, worked and studied are all reviewed when they are considered for employment. Such background
checks help to determine if the applicants live up to the standards of judgement, trustworthiness and reliability that
Onusko said are crucial. The checks cover
the applicant’s allegiance to the United
States, sexual behavior, personal conduct,
financial consideration, alcohol use, drug
involvement, psychological condition,
criminal conduct and outside activities.
When it comes to these influential factors, Onusko said there are some areas of
leniency, including the age at the time of
an indiscretion, the amount of time that
has elapsed since, and the frequency and
likelihood of reoccurrence.
Students applying for internships or
jobs at government agencies and com-

DaterBios
Name: Nate Andorsky
Year: Junior
Age: 20
Hometown: San Antonio, Texas
Major: Business administration
Name: Alyssa Friedlander
Year: Junior
Age: 20
Hometown: Roslyn, N.Y.
Major: Business and public policy

I had met him once before,
but very briefly. He told me about
his company that he started,
which was interesting, majors,
where we are from, our siblings,
if we had ever been on a date
with someone prior to sleeping
with them, which I think is not
a typical college thing to do. He
talked a lot about high school,
which I found very strange.
Uh, I’d give it a C; he seems
like a nice person but really
not my type of guy to date. I
couldn’t see myself dating him.
I wouldn’t mind to go hang out
with him, but I wouldn’t go on
another date with him. 

panies should keep in mind that grades
are secondary; honesty is checked first,
Onusko said.
Onusko’s advice when it comes to applying for an internship or job is to be on
your best behavior around co-workers
and friends, because they will be your
references. Just being around drugs without taking them, he said, can negatively
affect your reputation. He also encouraged the audience members to be aware
of their social habits and to be punctual
and respectful of rules at work.
One thing students do not have to
worry about is the review of private Internet sites such as Facebook, which are
off-limits. But anything that comes up
on a public site, such as Google, can be
used.
The forum is held annually, with about
50 students attending each program, said
Chris Ray, a Career Center employee. It
will be held again next semester due to
popular demand by students. 

What is your ideal first date?
NATE: My ideal first date is
she comes over to my place, we
share some beverages, some nice
talking, make our way over to
Adam’s Mill in Adams Morgan,
late night McDonald's, followed by
Jumbo Slice.
ALYSSA: I like them really
original and unique. There are a
lot of standard dates; I think that’s
boring. Maybe a cool activity, like
going on an adventure somewhere
we’d never been before or like go-

ing to an amusement park.

Nate

I knew of her before, but I
had never met her. She’s my
good friend’s ex-girlfriend,
that’s all I knew. Oh, funny story – on the way there, the taxi
driver had just gotten off the
phone with his mom and told
us that his mom was sleeping
around. We talked about where
we were from, what you’re interested in.
I’d give it a B. The date was
good but it ended at the end of
the night, put it that way. Yeah,
I’d go out with her again just
to piss off my friend. 

I had no expectations because it was a blind date. I’m
kind of a crazy guy, so I thought
why not give it a chance? What
if I fell in love with this girl? It
would be a cool story for my
kids.
I’ve been on blind dates
before, 53 to be exact. First impression? Well, wow, that’s my
friend’s ex-girlfriend.
We went to the Peacock
Café, started off with a nice
appetizer of nachos, then I got
the salmon fillet for the main
course.

What do you look for in a person?
NATE: Outgoing personality,
strong family values.
ALYSSA: Sense of humor. He
has to be really adventurous.
What are your own interests?
NATE: I’m very involved in
my fraternity, love my family,
sports – I play club lacrosse.
ALYSSA: I like photography
and I really like skiing.

Michelle Rattinger/
Hatchet photographer

If you would like to be set up on a blind date with another GW student, e-mail features@gwhatchet.com
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SLICE
of life
Appreciate your roommates, even when
they are getting on your nerves

As new options continue to pop up
around the city, we are continuing our
search for the best frozen yogurt in
the District. This week’s frozen yogurt
face-off takes us off campus. Let the
battle of the brands begin.

About:

Flavor Range:
Price:
Size/Calories:
Taste:

Häagen-Dazs

Ben & Jerry's

A freezer staple since 1961, Häagen-Dazs ice
cream was created by a Polish immigrant on the
streets of the Bronx. Chocolate, vanilla and coffee were the original flavors, and the company
has branched out to include more than 55 permanent ice cream flavors, as well as ice cream
bars, cakes and frozen yogurt. Locations near
GW include 3120 M. St. N.W., 703 Seventh St.
N.W., Union Station and Pentagon City.

The story of Ben & Jerry’s star ted with a $5 ice
cream-making course in 1978 and boomed into
an international phenomenon. Known for their
eco-conscious production, Free Cone Days and
celebrity-inspired flavors, Ben & Jerry’s now offers more than 50 flavors of ice cream, sorbets,
ice cream bars and frozen yogur t. Locations
near GW include 1333 19th St. N.W., 3135
M St. N.W., 1100 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W. and
Union Station.

Non-fat vanilla and chocolate

When The Hatchet visited, frozen yogurt flavors
available were black raspberry, chocolate fudge
brownie, strawberry banana and vanilla.

$6.31 for a regular with topping; $2.02 per ounce.

$4.94 for a regular; $1.24 per ounce.

3.13 oz., 80 calories.

4 oz., 190 calories

The best par t of Häagen-Dazs soft-serve frozen
yogur t is the sprinkles. If you have to eat the
frozen yogur t here, go with the watered-down
vanilla. Since its frozen yogur t tastes like the machine it came from, stick with Häagen-Dazs’ signature ice cream for satisfaction.

Don’t go to Ben & Jerry’s if you’re looking for
a creamy soft-serve frozen yogur t. However,
if you want the taste and consistency of ice
cream with less guilt, Ben & Jerry’s is the place
for you. The strawberry banana tasted like a
frozen smoothie, the vanilla was boring and the
black raspberry was a let-down. If you want
to satisfy your chocolate craving, the chocolate
fudge brownie frozen yogur t is the skinny sibling to the ice cream.

Phenomenal Women seek support
New group represents common struggle to reach new members
by Marielle Mondon
Hatchet Reporter
It is hard to be phenomenal
if you have no one to back you
up.
So goes the story of the
Phenomenal Women of George
Washington, a new student
organization that started last
April to focus on encouraging
success and leadership among
women through community
outreach programs.
The group held an event
last Wednesday night to raise
awareness at GW about rape.
They screened “The Greatest
Silence: Rape in the Congo,” a
film about rape in the Democratic Republic of Congo, and
discussed the issue of rape on
campus and in the world. Personal experiences and the recent spike of sexual assaults on
campus inspired the group to
reach out to the GW community about the topic.
But the 50 or so people
who attended the event and
the event’s co-sponsors were
mostly part of the group’s own
Joe Ginarte/Hatchet photographer
social network. Many new stu- Speaker Freddie Monaga, translated by his wife, compares D.C. rape statistics to those of women
dent organizations on campus raped by solders in the Democratic Republic of the Congo at the Marvin Center Amphitheatre last
experience this same challenge Wednesday evening.
of attracting a diverse group of
dent organizations that can hin- diversity,” Vice President Emma turned to members who were
people.
"It's an issue for all new stu- der a group’s success: member- Thelusme said. “We ask a lot also involved with other ordent groups to reach out to in- ship and demographic appeal. of other groups to co-sponsor, ganizations on campus to find
dividuals," said Sally Nuamah, For Phenomenal Women, the but we always get responses co-sponsors for their event. The
president of Black Women's Fo- battle to expand inclusiveness from the same kinds of groups. bulk of the co-sponsorships
has been difficult, group mem- PWGW becomes backed up by came from GW’s black commurum, a co-sponsor of the event.
shared organizations.”
nity including GW NAACP, the
Members of Phenomenal bers said.
“The goal of the PhenomWith a limited network in Black Women’s Forum, the OrWomen said they are facing
problems common to new stu- enal Women of GW is to attract their nine-person group, they ganization of African Students

You may have missed it in panicked end when a roomie
the midst of midterm stress, returning home early sends
but last week was Roommate you scrambling.
Appreciation Week. Truth be
It seems a bit ridiculous
told, I wasn’t in the mood to ap- that as students at the second
preciate roommates last week. most-expensive university in
In fact, I came pretty close to the world’s richest country we
throwing
should
one of mine
have to
out
the
h a r e
CLAYTON M. MCCLESKEY sbedroom
window.
M i d s p a c e
term season
w i t h
left me tired and cranky. And if someone else. But while
there is one thing I value in this roomies can cause stress, they
world, it’s my sleep. At about 4 do deserve some appreciation.
a.m. last Wednesday, I awoke
It hit me last week that Tim
to my roommate screaming, is graduating in December
“Oh *&^%, this isn’t good!”
and will be moving out into
Ever the cool calm and col- the real world. As I strolled
lected one, I shot up in bed and down memory lane, I realized
opened my eyes, expecting to that nearly all of my roommate
see the room enveloped in memories were happy ones:
flames. Instead, I watched with fun parties, engaging politibewilderment as my room- cal discussions and countless
mate muttered angrily to him- laughable, embarrassing moself, stared at his phone, made ments. I also remembered
his way to his desk, loudly all the times he helped me,
shuffled some things around, whether it was carting my
looked at his phone again and overweight luggage, doing
then fell back into bed with a our dishes or just listening to
harrumph.
me vent.
He went right back to
Come to think of it, I should
sleep. But I was wide-awake probably do a bit more to show
with my heart pounding and my roomies how much I apfeeling less than appreciative.
preciate them.
Everyone has their roomWhen was the last time
mate stories. Some are worse you did something nice for
than others.
your roommate?
One friend of mine had
On Friday GW Housing
roommates freshman year distributed candy corn packwho reset all of his alarms so ets listing tips for how to “sow
he woke up at 5 a.m. thinking the seeds of appreciation.” The
it was 8 o’clock. They also re- tips stressed the importance of
placed all his sugar with salt, open communication and endwhich he then poured all over ed with this pearl of wisdom:
his Cheerios. Hmm. Yum.
“Plan a ‘Roommate Date’ in
During a summer abroad the next few weeks...”
program a few years ago, I
My roommates are great,
had a roommate who thought but they are pretty macho. If I
it was OK to walk around na- ask them out on a date, I might
ked.
end up with a broken nose. But
Luckily, I’ve been blessed I guess I could take them out
to have good roommates at for a beer.
GW. We’ve even become good
An official Roommate Apfriends, and my roommate preciation Week may be cheesy,
from freshman year, Tim, is but the basic principle behind
one of my three suitemates.
it is a good one. While living
But regardless of how with a roommate isn’t always
great your roommates are, easy, if you are able to respect
it’s hard living with other each other and communicate,
people in a cramped space. you might walk away from
Sleep can be difficult since the deal with some lifelong
schedules rarely line up. Per- friends.
sonal space and time is hard
It’s easy to complain, but
to come by. And roommates I’m actually going to miss my
can certainly get in the way roommates, even if they someof your love life – romantic times interrupt my beauty
rendezvous can come to a sleep. 

and the GW Caribbean Student
Association. Pi Beta Phi sorority also co-sponsored.
Due to little interest from
other potential co-sponsors,
Phenomenal Women representatives said they currently have
no choice but to keep relations
tight and seek support from
groups who share members
with their own.
“We’re not trying to cater to
a specific group. But our group
is still a baby, so getting support from different groups is
hard,” said Rachel McKenley,
who serves as both the community service outreach coordinator for Phenomenal Women and
as the public relations chair for
the Caribbean Student Association.
Nuamah encouraged student organizations to reach out
to Phenomenal Women.
“It’s really up to individual
organizations to see if what
we’re doing is a priority for

them. We’re all trying to reach
a greater rate of people,” she
said.
With this in mind, members of Phenomenal Women
said they plan to stress their
tag line “unity through diversity” as their group continues
to grow. 

Podcasts.
Slideshows.
...and everything
in this issue.
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NUMBER CRUNCH
Junior striker Andy Stadler's ranking among GW's all-time
goal scorers. The Wisconsin native has 14 goals this season, giving him 22 for his career.

Men's soccer back in
playoff hunt with win
by Alex Abnos
Hatchet Staff Writer

Stadler
scores two
in crucial
match

“Any win away from home
in the Atlantic 10 is a
good win, especially since
it was do-or-die for both
teams.”
GEORGE LIDSTER
HEAD COACH

Alex Ellis/photo editor

Junior striker Andy Stadler celebrates with teammates after scoring a goal earlier this season. Stadler scored two more goals Sunday, giving him a league-leading 14 goals.

At the beginning of the season,
GW men’s soccer coach George
Lidster commented that his team
would have to “learn how to win
away” if they wanted to be successful in the ultra-competitive Atlantic
10 Conference.
Judging by Saturday’s 3-0 win
at Richmond, his players seem to
have grasped the concept.
The game was the Colonials’
last on the road this regular season, which has seen the Colonials
traveling to games 70 percent of the
time. With the win, GW (7-5-3, 3-2-2
Atlantic 10) moves into sole possession of sixth place in the A-10. If the
season ended today, the Colonials
would be the last team into the
A-10 Championship tournament.
“Any win away from home in
the Atlantic 10 is a good win, especially since it was do-or-die for both
teams,” Lidster said of the match.
“We really put together a good
team performance.”
And for a squad faced with
multiple injuries, a team performance was exactly what was
needed. Junior defender Byron
Walker and senior midfielder
Dave Leon both sat out Saturday.
Of GW’s starting 11, nine played
over 85 minutes of the 90 minute
game. Six of them played the full
game.
“We have a lot of injuries, so
we just didn’t have the personnel,” Lidster said, explaining why
the Colonials made so few substitutions. Of course, the injuries
didn’t seem to affect GW against
the Spiders, as the Colonials came
out strong in the first half, controlling possession and creating multiple scoring opportunities.
“It was important to take the

sting out of Richmond, since they
were the home team,” Lidster said,
describing the team’s possessionbased tactics to start the match. “In
the second half, we just kept to the
same game plan. We controlled
possession, and the goals came.”
Not only did the goals come –
they came almost all at once. Andy
Stadler finally broke the deadlock
over an hour into the game with
a header from a Luke Wildy cross,
and five minutes later sophomore
Steve Wujek doubled the lead off
a through ball from junior Kyle
Albrecht. Albrecht would play provider once again just five minutes
after his first assist, as Andy Stadler
finished nicely off another through
ball to put the result out of question.
On Sunday, Lidster praised Albrecht and Wildy, his two central
midfielders that created all three
GW goals between them.
“They played very well,” he
said. “We wanted to control possession and the flow of the game,
and it’s the central midfielders who
orchestrate that. They did a great
job.”
The Colonials can take a big
step toward solidifying their place
in the postseason this weekend,
with games against Duquesne Friday and St. Bonaventure Sunday.
The two games will be the last at
the Mount Vernon Athletic Complex for seniors Leon and Matt
Scheer.
Lidster can only hope that
Leon, along with all his injured
teammates, will be fit enough to
play after training this week.
“We’re hoping to get some
more healthy bodies,” Lidster said.
“We’ve got to keep the players
rested and try and get some people
back this week, and we’ll be ready
to play on Friday.” 

Not your ordinary championship
by Ross Romano
Hatchet Columnist
Remember what it felt like
the first time? It was magical,
wasn’t it?
I promise there’s nothing
risque behind that question.
I’m simply talking sports. All
you sports fans who have been
fortunate enough to witness
one of your hometown teams
win a championship, do you
remember the emotions you
felt when it happened?
Last week, when the Philadelphia Phillies prevailed over
the Tampa Bay Rays in the
World Series, all Philadelphia
fans were treated to that feeling. More than most, however,
fans from the City of (not always) Brotherly Love had
waited and waited and waited
for this day to come. No major sports team from the city
has won a title in 25 years, not
since the 76ers' NBA championship in 1983.
This means that for GW
students and college students
all over the country who are
fans of these great teams, it
was our first chance to experience a world title. And for
those of you who watch NFL
games at WOW Wingery on
Sundays, you know just how
many annoying Eagles fans
there are.
Sadly, this sports-crazed
city, known for its incredibly
passionate fans, had become
synonymous with losing. That
happens when your baseball team has lost over 10,000
games, more than any franchise in professional sports
history, and your football team
hasn’t won a title in the Super
Bowl era.
Last week, though, the
city became winners. This city
bleeds the colors of its sports
teams. On Wednesday, when

Alex Ellis/photo editor

Philadelphia Phillies second baseman Chase Utley (background) talks with manager Charlie Manuel earlier this year.
the Phillies won the longest
World Series game in history
(thanks to a fluky rain delay
situation, the game spanned
48 hours from start to finish),
the city's population rejoiced,
knowing that they had all won

that night.
The thoughts and emotions
flooding the minds of fans were
paradoxical. The feelings of relief, euphoria and exultation
were countered by thoughts of
disbelief, skepticism and puz-

zlement. Did we really just win
a championship? That couldn’t
have just happened.
But it really did. It takes
time for the reality of it to sink
in, but that’s the wonder of
winning a championship, especially for such a title-starved
city. My friend Adam and I,
upon witnessing the final out,
yelled out at the top of our
lungs, as expected.
But then something strange
happened: We fell silent.
Staring at the TV, without
speaking, we looked at each
other and just thought, “Wow,
we really won.” Finally, we no
longer have to say we’ve never
seen our Philly teams bring
home a trophy.
We’ve had our share of
stars who ripped the city’s
collective heart out of its
chest, but also been treated
to MVPs like Allen Iverson,
Ryan Howard and Jimmy
Rollins. But no matter how
many top draft picks, MVP
players, record-breaking performances or ESPN mentions
a team receives, nothing can
compare to a championship.
Just as individual honors
don’t affect the whole team,
they don’t affect the whole
city. We’re proud of our guys
for doing well, but in those
situations we’re not really a
part of it.
With a championship, it’s
different. For every one of us
college students, and basically
every Philadelphia sports fan
up to the age of 30, this will
always be our first and best
memory of the unadulterated
joy associated with winning
a championship. This will be
the one we will tell our kids
about, always remembering
exactly where we were when
the game was over. The burden has been lifted: We are
champions again. 

VARSITYROUNDUP
Cross country

Women's soccer

Swimming

GW redshirt sophomore Megan
Hogan finished second with a
time of 17:39.4 out of 139 runners in the
A-10 Championships in Charlotte, N.C. Senior Colin Stevenson once again paced the
men's side for the Colonials, finishing 45th
out of 138 runners with the time of 25:32.00.
Hogan was named to the league's All-Conference team for being one of the top 15
female runners in the conference.

Despite being eliminated
from Atlantic 10 tournament contention last week, GW's
women's soccer team beat St. Joseph's 3-2 Friday in Philadelphia.
Senior Keara Mehlert scored once
and had two assists in the win,
which snapped a three-game losing
streak for the Colonials (8-10-0, 4-60 A-10).

In their first meet since a
mechanical glitch at the
Smith Center pool caused a chemical
imbalance, GW's swim teams both
lost to La Salle Saturday in Philadelphia. Freshmen David Harding and
Isabel Tawney joined sophomore Sarah
Beggs in winning individual races, but
GW's men's team lost 200-98, while
the women lost 202-91.

Alex Ellis/photo editor

Senior squash captain Brad Birenbaum says the team's new
head coach and lifting program will translate to wins this year.

Coach gives squash
renewed hope
by Gabrielle Bluestone
Senior Staff Writer
On the eve of Tuesday’s presidential election, the men’s squash
team has change it can believe in.
The GW men’s squash team,
led by head coach Wendy Lawrence, has learned that if it didn’t
work the first few times, it’s time to
try something new.
After an impressive season, the
Colonials made it to the championship match of the Conroy Division
at the Men’s College Nationals,
where they fell to Colby College,
the No. 1 seed.
For this season, they’ve made
some adjustments.
This year, with a goal of breaking the top 20, Lawrence has
planned a tough schedule with
more matches and tougher opponents than they faced in the 2007-08
season. They’ve already defeated
cross-town rival Georgetown in a
sound 9-0 shutout.
“We have 27 matches this
year, which is more than we’ve
had in the past, and we do a lot
of traveling to New England, because the majority of schools that
we’re shooting for are all in New
England,” Lawrence said. “We’re
shooting at schools that are ranked
considerably ahead of us. We’re
hoping we’ll knock a few of them
off, which is all we really need to
do to move up.”
Another beneficial change to
the team is the introduction of a
strength and conditioning coach,
Alex Parr. The extra workouts will
help ready the team for the intense
season, which includes up to three
matches in one day.

“We think it’s doing wonders
for our game,” senior Brad Birenbaum said.
The team looks different, too.
Though only three players graduated last season, eight of the 13
players on last year’s roster did not
return. Half of the team this season
is composed of freshmen, and only
three players are upperclassmen.
Freshman Jose Calderone, a
Columbian player who spent last
year attending high school in North
Carolina, is the current No. 1 player
on the team.
“The overall depth this year is
the strongest it’s ever been,” Birenbaum said. “We have a legitimate
No. 1 this year, and we’ve been
missing that.”
Junior Matt Grossman is playing second, and Brett Feldman, a
nationally ranked player from New
Jersey, rounds out the top three.
“We’re hoping to get in the
top 20 this year and part of that is
due to having had a fairly strong
recruiting year,” Lawrence said.
“We have six new freshmen, and
while some were walk-ons, the
No. 1 and 3 spot were recruits.”
Lawrence herself embodies
the team’s ability to revamp when
necessary.
The third coach to take on the
men’s squad in a period of two
years, Lawrence has found success where others, including Jude
Odeh, a former Nigerian national
squash champion, failed.
“I’ve gone through three different coaches in the four years I’ve
been here,” Birenbaum said. “Last
year we had Jude, which was just
a bad situation all around. We’re
happy Wendy is here.” 
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Students face voting problems Political partying in
Varying absentee
the
District
ballot rules confuse
young voters
by Geoffrey Middleberg
Hatchet Reporter
Receiving and mailing absentee
ballots this election has become a
frustrating process for several students as they navigate through confusing rules with little help from a
student group that assisted in the
past.
GW Votes, which previously
helped students register to vote and
obtain absentee ballots, has all but
disappeared from campus this year.
“We had a plan similar to 2004,
where we were going to have rallies,
kick-off events and banners, but the
plan never came into action,” said
Bernard Demczuk, faculty adviser to
GW Votes. “If the organization had
wanted, I would have gotten them
help from the administration and
support from the candidates themselves.”
Students like sophomores Jill Mador and Jill Gershenson said they are
unsure about absentee ballot deadlines and whether their vote will
even count.
“I think I have until Election Day
to mail my ballot,” Mador said while
standing in J Street this week.
“No, I thought it had to be in by
Oct. 28,” Gershenson replied. After
a brief discussion, they realized that
their states had different rules.

“I have heard things that lessen
my confidence that my vote will be
counted,” Mador said. “I have heard
that they only count absentee ballots
if the election is close.”
Demczuk said he was not worried that students would lack the resources necessary to register and cast
their votes.
“GW students are a very strong,
politically sophisticated and committed student body and that is why
they will take care of voting all by
themselves,” he said, pointing to the
efforts of the College Democrats, College Republicans, GW NAACP and
the Black Student Union to register
voters for this election.
Nancy Haaga, managing director
of campus and support services, said
the University has tried to communicate with students about voting absentee. She noted two e-mails sent to
the student body on Oct. 7 and Oct.
13 regarding the delivery of absentee
ballots.
“This message provided information about the timely processing and
delivery of student mail to student
residence hall mailboxes,” Haaga
said. “It explained that incoming
mail with complete and accurate addresses will be delivered into students’ residence hall mailboxes within 24 hours of receipt from the United
States Post Office.”
Other schools in the area still
have organizations that help students vote.
At Georgetown, GU Votes ’08 is
not only registering people to vote
and helping them vote absentee, they
are also holding bipartisan panels on
issues, including a forum on climate
change.

“I have heard things that

by Miranda Green
Hatchet Reporter

lessen my confidence that
my vote will be counted. I
have heard that they only
count absentee ballots if
the election is close.”
JILL MADOR
SOPHOMORE

At Maryland, the Coalition for
Civic Engagement and Leadership, a
group of students trying to increase
student engagement on Maryland’s
campus, has TerpsVote to register voters and help them cast their absentee
ballots. Their Web site includes a list
of issues and where each candidate
stands, a frequently asked questions
section about voting and how to get
involved in the election.
Junior Nick Confer said he would
have appreciated an organization to
help him with the smaller logistics of
voting absentee.
He said, “I just want an organization that would give me a stamp to
mail my ballot. That way I don’t have
to buy one myself.” 

The final countdown to this year’s
highly anticipated election is finally
here and what better way to tally up
the points than with a small party or a
major celebration? GW is well-known
for its proximity to the White House
and its politically driven students, so
there will be many opportunities for
making this election night one to remember.
The College Democrats and College Republicans are the primary
hosts of on-campus election night
events. Democratic and Republican
watch parties will both be held in the
Marvin Center. The CDs' party starts
at 5 p.m. in the Continental Ballroom
and the CRs start theirs at 6 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom.
Program Board will also be having
its own party in Marvin Center’s Columbian Square.
Junior Swetha Ramaswamy, cochair of political affairs for PB, said
the party is for “students who aren’t
as intense about watching elections
and want to have fun with it” or those
who need a break.
“If watching gets too stressful,"
she said.
At the event, students will be able
to participate in politically themed
games such as a red, white and blue
balloon dartboard, pin the tail on
the donkey or elephant and patriotically themed spin art. Free food will
be available, ranging from corporate

sponsors like Ben & Jerry’s to dining
hall cuisine. As a climax to the evening, board members from the CDs
and CRs will pie each other in the face
as swing-state results are reported.
There are also many opportunities
to party off campus on election night.
Because D.C. is home to the nation’s politics, a quiet night of vote
tallying shouldn’t be expected. One
party for people over 21 is “Ballot 4
Beer,” which has been called D.C.’s
"biggest roaming election party" because it is held at four different bars
throughout the city. Sponsored in
part by Miller Lite, the event promises to make election night one to remember, or not, depending on how
the night goes.
For those who aren’t of drinking
age, but would like an insider’s view
of election night, there is 2008 Election
Day Private Viewing, which is hosted
by TeamBBC at The Park, located at
920 14th St. Five-dollar cocktails and
entrees will be available from 5 p.m.
to 7 p.m.
And though there will be plenty
of options on and off campus, some
students prefer to stick to their dorm
rooms.
Sophomore Redgie Collins already
has a party in mind.
“My friends are having people
over to JBKO and we’re going to dress
up. I’m probably going to go as Sarah
Palin,” Collins said. “We’ll get excited
when Wolf Blitzer comes on and we’ll
switch between Fox News and others
to see the differences in coverage.” 

GW staff contributions to Obama are highest yet
by Bryan Han
Senior Staff Writer
Democratic presidential nominee
Sen. Barack Obama collected nearly
$15,000 from GW staff in donations
this September – more than any other
month this campaign season, according to a Hatchet analysis of federal
campaign contributions.
Faculty and administrators who
listed GW as their employer in federal
election documents donated $14,550
to Obama in September – $6,150 more
than in August, according to the Federal Elections Commission.
Republican presidential nominee
Sen. John McCain – who opted to receive public financing for the general
election – received $1,200 from University staff in August and September, according to FEC records. McCain could only receive donations for
“legal and accounting expenses associated with complying with campaign
finance law,” the FEC Web site said.
Many Obama contributors directed their donations to the Obama Victory Fund, records show. The Obama
Victory Fund is a joint fundraising
account that allows donations over
the $2,300 limit, said Steven Billet,

director of legislative affairs at the
Graduate School of Political Management.
“These fundraising vehicles
generally unite a candidate, Obama,
a party, the DNC and some statebased organization, the California
Democratic Party,” Billet said, adding, “It does not fall under the hard
dollar restrictions for political action committees or individual contributions.”
American studies professor
Phyllis Palmer said she supported
Obama throughout the primaries,
but she only donated to his campaign in August.
“I don’t know why I sat out
the primary, but I knew I wanted
to contribute to the Obama effort,” Palmer said. “And finally I
just went to the campaign Web site
and pledged off my credit card … I
probably would have given more if
the market hadn’t crashed.”
Palmer said her support for
Obama stems from her respect for
his use of experts and his commitment to running a campaign based
on community organizing.
“I viewed Hillary Clinton’s candidacy as another example of dynastic politics in the U.S., which I
believe is antithetical to democratic
participation,” she added, explaining why she supported Obama over
Clinton.
Overall, Obama has raised $64,745
in 2008 from GW staff – almost 49 percent of total contributions from GW.
Faculty and administration have only

August and September 2008
$1,200

Democrat received
$15,000 from
employees in Sept.

2008 Total
$300
$11,462
$7,900

$64,745
$22,950

Obama
McCain
Clinton

Democratic presidential nominee Sen. Barack Obama opted out
of public financing for the general election. Overall, he has raised
$64,745 in 2008 from GW employees.

Romney
donated $9,100 to McCain – or 10 percent of total contributions. GW faculty and staff donated a total of nearly
$140,000 throughout the entire election cycle, including donations to past
presidential contenders.

Source: Federal Election Commission
Billet told The Hatchet in early
September that he believed donations
to Obama would increase in the final
two months.
“What I think you’ll see is the
people who have given money to

Obama – I think you’ll see them giving more,” he said. “Once people
make contributions to political campaigns, they become much more interested because they think they have
a stake in it.” 
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Nominees address college affordability policies
Where Obama and
McCain stand on
higher education
by Lauren French
Hatchet Reporter
The skyrocketing cost of higher education is a major concern for American
families planning to send their children
to college, but the subject of university
affordability arose only once during
the three debates between presidential
nominees Sens. Barack Obama, D-Ill.,
and John McCain, R-Ariz.
Both candidates have referenced
higher education issues in speeches
on the campaign trail and in advertisements across the country, but there has
otherwise been little discussion on the
matter. During his acceptance speech
at the Republican National Convention, McCain called college affordability the “the civil rights issue of the 21st
century.”
Obama also spoke of the importance of higher education while accepting his party’s nomination, referencing
his and his wife’s Ivy League educations.
“Michelle and I are only here tonight because we were given a chance
at an education,” Obama said. “And
I will not settle for an America where
some kids don’t have that chance.”
Rising Costs
While the candidates spent most
of the debates discussing their policies
on the financial crisis, heath care or the
Iraq War, many college students are be-

ginning to wonder how
they will pay for next semester.
The cost of higher
education
averaged
$29,026 a year for private
universities this school
year. GW’s tuition and
required costs amount
to $50,357 – among the
highest in the country.
In the last decade total
costs rose 27 percent nationwide, according to
the non-profit College
Board.
In addition, families
are facing tighter budgets as the credit market
is freezing, making student loans and financing
harder to come by.
“The
skyrocketing
costs of college tuition
has limited access to higher education,” said senior James Jones, GW
College Democrats political affairs director. “At a time when post-secondary education is the only way to attain
a high-quality and high paying job,
Senator Obama understands the problem this poses for students, families,
and the nation.”
Junior Brandon Hines, public relations director for the GW College Republicans, said his candidate will also
tackle rising costs.
“John McCain wants to make sure
that everyone still has a chance to receive higher education by making sure
costs are affordable to students,” Hines
said. “He is really going to take an approach to make sure people can get the
money they need.”
The financial aid application pro-

Hatchet file photos

Left: Sen. Barack Obama speaks at a rally at Maryland last
February. Right: Sen. John McCain discusses foreign policy at
the Dorothy Betts Theater in fall 2002.
cess
When it comes to the complex process of financial aid, both Obama and
McCain support simplifying the process for students and families.
“Too many programs and a complicated application process deter
many eligible students from seeking student aid,” McCain’s Web site
states. “Consolidating programs will
help simplify the administration of
these programs.”
Obama also plans to “simplify” and
“streamline” the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid process by adding
a box to tax forms that families could
check to apply for financial aid. This
will “eliminate the current student aid
form,” according to Obama’s Web site.
Federal Loans
Applying for financial aid is not

Close Congressional Races
Everyone’s eyes are on the
presidential election, but the
House of Representatives and
the Senate will also have their
fair share of drama on Nov. 4.
Here are some races to watch
out for on Election Day.

House of
Representatives
Rep. Marilyn Musgrave, RColo.
Musgrave represents Colorado’s 4th District and is finishing up her third term, which she
won by only 6,000 votes. Her
opponent is Democrat Betsy
Markey, a former staffer for Sen.
Ken Salazar, D-Colo. Markey
has had strong fund raising and
is attacking Musgrave’s policies
on veterans and the environment in a district where social
issues are typically the deciding
factor.
Rep. Christopher Shays, RConn.
Shays has served 10 terms
in his district, which is located
in the southwest corner of Connecticut. His opponent, Democrat Jim Himes, is very wellfunded and is trying to tie Shays
to President George W. Bush.
Rep. Nancy Boyda, D-Kan.
Boyda represents Kansas’
2nd District, located in eastern
Kansas. She has just completed
her first term and is challenged
by Republican Lynn Jenkins, a
former Kansas treasurer. Despite being a Democrat, Boyda
represents a conservative congressional district where Bush
won by 20 percentage points
in 2004. Jenkins may attract the
same independent voters who
elected Boyda four years ago.
Minnesota’s 3rd District
The current representative,
Rep. Jim Ramstad, R-Minn., is
retiring, which has left Demo-

crat Ashwin Madia and Republican Erik Paulson to compete
for the spot. Madia is an Iraq
War veteran. Paulson is a state
representative and former Ramstad staffer. Both candidates
have spent more than $2 million
on the race.
Rep. Carol Shea-Porter, D-N.H.
Shea-Porter just completed
her first term in a district that
covers the southeast corner of
New Hampshire. In 2006, she
beat her Republican opponent,
Jeb Bradley, who had served
two terms before he was defeated. Bradley is running in
this election to win his spot
back.
New Jersey’s 3rd District
Rep. Jim Saxton, R-N.J., is
retiring after 12 terms in the
House. The Democratic contender for the seat is state senator John Adler. Medford, N.J
mayor Chris Myers is the Republican candidate and was
endorsed by Saxton. Myers is a
Navy veteran and worked for
Lockheed Martin.
Ohio’s 15th District
Rep. Deborah Pryce, R-Ohio,
is retiring after eight terms of
representing Columbus and its
western suburbs. The Democratic contender is Mary Jo Kilroy, a county supervisor who
ran against Pryce in 2006. The
Republican candidate is Steve
Stivers, a state senator and Iraq
War veteran.

Senate
Sen. Norm Coleman, R-Minn.
Coleman is finishing his
first term in the Senate. His opponent is Democrat Al Franken,
a comedian who won a threeperson primary race. Franken
is well-funded and challenging
Coleman’s support of the Iraq
War and Bush.

Sen. Elizabeth Dole, R-N.C.
Dole is running for her second term. Six years ago, she
won with 53 percent of the vote.
Her Democratic opponent is
Kay Hagan, a state senator who
has had strong fundraising and
is attacking Dole on her absentee rate and her ineffectiveness. Dole has outspent Hagan
almost 2-to-1, but polls are still
very tight in this race.

the only higher education reform some college students are
seeking. Many students fear that federal loans might become too expensive or unattainable with the unstable
market.
McCain “generally backs greater
federal funding of Pell grants and government low interest loans to help students afford college,” but wants to see
participating private lenders held to
the “highest standard” of integrity, according to his Web site.
As for Obama, his Web site notes
that the first bill he co-signed as a senator was the 2007 Hope Fund Act, which
aimed to cut interest rates for loans in
half to 3.1 percent. The bill also aimed
to raise the Pell Gant maximum to
$5,400 by 2012 – a theory McCain supports. Both McCain and Obama missed
the final vote on Hope.

Taxes
Much of the discourse this election
year has revolved around taxes and the
debate over higher education is no different.
Obama said Americans with children in universities will receive a special tax credit consideration that would
“put a college education within reach
of every American,” according to his
Web site.
The Obama tax credit would give
up to $4,000 dollars per year for tuition
and expenses to any student who participates in community service. This
would pay for “Two-thirds of the cost
of tuition at the average public colleges
or university,” according to Obama’s
Web site.
McCain said he does not want expand this tax credit, but does see the
need to simplify the existing benefits
so eligible families can claim then. 

Where to vote near campus
4

Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska
Stevens is finishing his sixth
term. When the Republicans
had control of the Senate and
the presidency from 2001-2007,
he was the president pro tempore of the Senate. He was recently convicted of seven counts
of lying on financial disclosure
forms. He is running against
Anchorage Mayor Mark Begich,
a Democrat.
Sen. Saxby Chambliss, R-Ga.
Chambliss is finishing his
first term in the Senate after
winning more than 52 percent of
the vote in 2002. His opponent
is former Democratic state Rep.
Jim Martin. Past controversies
have made this seat a target for
Democrats this election cycle,
but Chambliss continues to outspend his opponent in a conservative state. While polls have
tightened in recent months, they
continue to place Chambliss in
the lead.
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.
McConnell, in his fourth
term, is the Senate’s minority
leader. His opponent is Democrat Bruce Lunsford, who has
done well in an atmosphere that
favors Democrats. Meanwhile,
McConnell has been under fire
for his use of power in the Senate. He continues to lead in the
polls, which have tightened in
recent weeks.
–Geoffrey Middleberg

3
2

If you decided to register to vote in D.C. and live
near campus, you can vote in Precincts 2, 3 or
4 — which have their polls located on or near
campus.
Precinct 2: 600 22nd St., Smith Center 80s club
room
Precinct 3: 725 24th St., St. Mary's Court dining
hall

Precinct 4: 1101 24th St., West End Public Library
large meeting room - 2nd floor
Full list of polling places:
http://www.dcboee.org/election_info/pollplaces/index.asp
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Fall courses focus on presidential election
Current events,
student experiences
influence classroom
by Jennifer Tchinnosian
Hatchet Reporter
GW offers an array of classes on
politics, campaigning and government. But this fall many professors are
offering classes specifically tailored to
the election.
Journalism professor Sean Aday’s
campaigns and elections class, for example, is only taught during semesters when campaigns are happening.
“Doing a class like this is so exciting because every day you’re talking
about what happened the day before
or that morning,” Aday said. “It’s
most relevant, most exciting and most
salient to students. It’s just a lot more

fun. There’s a lot more material every
day that you’re able to use; you’re able
to see the campaign unfold as you are
talking about it.”
He said Republican presidential
nominee Sen. John McCain and vice
presidential nominee Gov. Sarah Palin
are among those candidates discussed
in his class.
“We’ve talked about the McCain
ads, the issue of race and gender,”
Aday said. “The discussion has focused a lot on media coverage of Sarah Palin.”
Classes focused on the election
have also created a forum for students
to share their ideas and knowledge of
politics.
“Many of them are working on
campaigns, so they have a lot to bring
to the discussion,” Aday said.
Professor Steven Keller, who teaches political campaign advertising and
political debate, said this could be the
first major election that many students
experienced because of their ages. The

Harry Bergmann/ hatchet photographer

GW Welling professor William Quandt discusses the challenges
that the future president will face during a talk at 1957 E St. Thursday night.

Iraq will test next
leader, prof. says
by Caitie Daw
Hatchet Reporter
A foreign policy expert
said at the Elliott School of International Affairs Thursday
night that withdrawing from
Iraq will be one of the greatest challenges facing the next
president.
William Quandt, a Welling
professor at GW and a professor at the University of Virginia, repeatedly emphasized
that reshaping America foreign
policy is crucial for the next
administration.
“We are still deeply involved in Iraq,” Quandt said.
“The new president is going
to have to think about how we
begin the withdrawal process
in a reasonable way, in a responsible way.”
Quandt, who spoke to 80
students on behalf of the Institute for Middle East Studies, said presidential nominees
Sen. Barack Obama, D-Ill., and
John McCain, R-Ariz., have
surrounded themselves with
a two-year campaign full of
international policy rhetoric.
He said whoever gets elected
needs to have concrete actions.
“The
president-elect,
whether it is Barack Obama or
John McCain, must surround
himself with good advisers and
be ready to face these issues,”
Quandt said. “The presidentelect cannot live off campaign
rhetoric and bumper sticker
slogans.”
His lecture, “Middle East
Challenges Facing the Next
Administration,” stressed the

importance of developing a
sound policy for dealing with
Afghanistan, the Iraq War, Iran
and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
“The Middle East is a dynamic region, and we cannot
go on autopilot when addressing these issues,” Quandt said.
“A temperature check is necessary in order for nations to
analyze the current situation,
especially after upcoming elections in Iraq and in Israel.”
Quant said the next president must have a hard-line approach, especially when dealing with Iran.
“Policy with Iran has not
been seriously discussed yet,”
Quandt said. “The next president is going to have to think
about talking to Iran. We have
to convey to the Iranian government that regime change
is no longer the policy of the
United States.”
Senior Sarah Shalash said
Quandt’s speech pointed out
several real-world issues.
“I thought Dr. Quandt’s
speech was great,” Shalash
said. “He is very practical,
and his thoughts are tangible.
He raised unique points about
ways to implement democratization in the Middle East.”
Michael Day, a graduate
student in the Elliott School,
said the lecture was informative and similar to the professor ’s writings.
“Dr. Quandt’s lecture was
fantastic,” he said. “I have read
articles he has written about
the Middle East and enjoy
hearing him speak.” 

The GW Hatchet says
You better tell me you
voted!
Yes! I voted!

Make sure to vote!

2000 election happened “before a student’s political awakening," he said.
Keller, like Aday, uses current campaign coverage to add to his classes.
“Students are more motivated,
and you can make direct references to
current events,” he said of his classes.
“You can refer to a debate the kids
saw a week ago and it’s not something
just in a textbook or history lecture
notes.”
Professor Al May, who teaches a
class on campaign reporting and has
brought guest speakers to his class
that include the ABC Washington bureau chief and a CNN reporter following a campaign. May said his students
are more involved now than ever before.
“I can’t remember a campaign
where students were as engaged as
they are this time,” he said.
Junior Mike Ballaban said May’s
campaign reporting class “has really
given me an impetus to watch the
election.”

Junior Marcia Newbert, a political
communication major, said she selected her classes this semester based on
what was being offered with regard to
the election. She is in May’s campaign
reporting class and Keller’s campaign
advertising class.
“I waited to take (the classes) now
because I thought it would be cool
to take it during elections,” she said.
“It is just so relevant. I could take it
at another time, but to take it when
the election is dominating our news is
really awesome because I almost feel
like I’m living it.”
“Virtually every political science
class is full this semester,” political
science professor Forrest Maltzman
said. He has adjusted his American
presidency class to meet the interest
and the timing.
“I’ve probably spent four weeks
this semester discussing presidential
elections,” he said. “In a non-election
year, that is probably a week and a
half.” 

SOME
ELECTION
COURSE
OFFERINGS:
Campaigns and
Elections
Political Campaign
Advertising
Political Debate
Campaign
Reporting
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Your Election Night
g

Drinking Game
Whether you celebrate or drown your sorrows away
with your favorite brew, The Hatchet has a fun way to
make the most of election night.
Materials:

Instructions:

A working television, a few friends and
a surplus of beer

Before the game begins, all players choose
an issue of concern in the election and
drink any time it is mentioned. PLUS...

take

take

ONE
•

•
•

You hear the words
“hope,”
p “change,”
g
“maverick” or “reformer."
MSNBC's Keith Olbermann loses his temper.
Two p
people
p talk simultaneously
y for more
than 10 seconds.

•

Someone uses a newfangled technoboard.

•

Someone mentions
George
g W. Bush, John
Kerry or Al Gore.

when a

THREE

drink if...

STATE

drinks if...

•

Any
y station features
more than 10 pundits
on screen at once.

•

Breaking
g news music
is played.

•

CNN mentions “the
best political
p
team on
television."

•

An anchor or p
pundit
says
y "battleground"
g
or
"final push."

•

A candidate's child or
spouse is shown.

•

The network has a technical error.

•

There is any
y mention
of "Joe the Plumber."

•

A third-party
p y candidate recieves press
coverage.

•

Journalists show blatant partisanship. (This
is open
p to interpretation.)

•

•

CNN's Wolf Blitzer
says
y that the images
g
on the screen are "live
pictures."

•

The election remains
uncalled at midnight.
g
Then take three drinks
every
y hour thereafter, until a winner is
declared.

| B5

is called...

•

If the state has 10 or
fewer electoral votes,
take one drink.

•

An anchor or p
pundit
mentions the "middle
class."

If the state has between
11 and 25 electoral
votes, take two drinks.

•

•

A candidate kisses
their spouse.

If the state has more
than 25 electoral votes,
take three drinks.

•

•

An anchor or p
pundit
references another
network.

If it is a swing state,
take a drink.

•

If it is your home
state, take a drink.

•

If it is the District of Columbia,
a take a drink.

•

If it is a loss in a candidate's home state,
finish your beer.

•

If it is a Southern state
called for Obama, take
one drink.

•

If it is a Northeastern
state called for McCain, take one drink.

•

If a state is called for a
third-party candidate,
finish your beer.

Electoral Scorecard

Who needs CNN and their "magic map" when you have The Hatchet? Follow the
election by coloring in the states blue or red and keeping track of electoral votes.
scorre
sc
ec
car
ard de
es
siig
gn
ned by An
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drrew
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ac
cin
in
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CDs & CRs:
Revisiting the
campaign
Compiled by Claire Autruong and Diana Kugel | Opinions Editors

Robbi LeGrant

Robbi LeGrant

College Democrats

College Republicans

Knocking on doors and getting out the vote for Sen. Obama and candidates up and down
the ballot. We met our goal of reaching over 60,000 voters by spending every weekend in
Virginia, Ohio and North Carolina. We slept on floors, went without showers and survived
eight-hour bus rides to make change happen.

1. What has been your most exciting contribution to your
candidate’s campaign?

Making 11,000 contacts in Pennsylvania, canvassing in Virginia every weekend since September, and deploying to Ohio and Colorado on the 72-hour task force on the eve of the
election have been our most exciting contributions to the McCain campaign.

The worst part was probably the post-GOP convention bounce for McCain. After four days
of unfiltered Republican cheerleading, it looked as if our lead was slipping away. Fortunately,
once the media focus became more balanced, Americans refused to let the tired tactics of
the past eight years guide their choice for who leads the next four.

2. What was the lowest point in your candidate’s
campaign?

The lowest point was June 2007, when every pundit had written off the McCain
campaign, only for John McCain to come back and clinch the nomination. Since then
it has been a series of high points, which will culminate in victory this Tuesday.

It's hard to choose since so many of McCain's attacks crossed the line, but the most incendiary was probably his desperate attempt to tie Obama to figures from his past like Bill
Ayers. It was callous, offensive and nakedly unfair, and it rightfully cost McCain dearly in his
favorability ratings.

3. Which of your candidate’s opponent’s attacks did
you find the most unfounded?

That John McCain is somehow George Bush in disguise. If anything, Barack Obama
is Nancy Pelosi in drag. Barack Obama has voted with her 97 percent of the time. For
the record, President Bush’s job approval ratings are higher than Nancy Pelosi’s.

Ridiculing McCain for being computer-illiterate was unnecessary. Though it was aimed at
proving a larger point, it came across as overly condescending.

4. Which of your candidate’s attacks against their opponent did you find the most unfounded?

John McCain has run an honest campaign with honest appraisals of Barack Obama’s
misguided proposals and rookie naiveté.

DRINK! Then we'll get back to fulfilling our commitment to the mantra "Change Begins at
GW" by organizing projects to lobby the few Republicans left in Congress on issues of critical importance to our generation and do our part to make change happen.

5. If you win, how do you plan to celebrate?

We’re throwing a huge victory party on Tuesday night in the Marvin Center Grand
Ballroom, and we’ll be up all night celebrating John McCain and Sarah Palin’s historic victory.

DRINK! But seriously, if we blow this one, you don't want to be anywhere near us.

6. If you lose, how are you going to mourn?

We’re focused on victory. We’ll be campaigning up until the last polls close and then
celebrating.

7. Which state do you think will be the most highly
contested?

Pennsylvania. Last weekend the GW College Republicans knocked on 4,000 doors
and made 7,000 phone calls. The response for the McCain-Palin ticket was overwhelmingly positive and internal polls show John McCain tied with or leading Barack
Obama. We think this will be a big pick-up for the McCain campaign, but it will be
close.

8. Do you think your candidate’s opponent ran an
honorable campaign? Why or why not?

No. Barack Obama lied about the kind of campaign he was going to run. Sen. Obama
said that if he clinched the nomination, that he would sit down with John McCain
and determine how they could honor the federal campaign finance system and run
their respective campaigns at equal levels of funding. Barack Obama is running a
campaign based on 30-second sound bytes and has spent a quarter of a billion
dollars attacking John McCain.

It'll probably come down to Ohio again, just because it's historically very close, and it's one
of the few states McCain and Obama both have a fair shot at winning. The bottom line is
that Obama can lose it and make up for it in the South or Mountain West; if McCain loses
it, he's done for.

Unfortunately McCain chose too often to take the low road and run a dishonorable campaign. McCain went from promising an issue-based campaign to spouting off on unfounded
allegations against Obama. The fact that he contracted the same firms and people who
sullied his good name in 2000 to help him win in 2008 says it all.

GW alumni in Congress

Many GW students want to hold an
elected position in the federal government.
Although many will not actually make it
that far, here is a list of those who are currently living out the dream.
–Compiled by Amanda Panitch
Rep. Jason Altmire, D-Penn., received
a master ’s degree in health administration from GW in 1998. He represents the 4th District of Pennsylvania
in the House.

Rep. Eric Cantor, R-Va., majored in political science as an undergraduate at
GW. He represents Virginia’s 7th District in the House and currently serves
as chief deputy whip, which is the
House’s highest appointed position.

Sen. Kent Conrad,
D-N.D., earned an
MBA from GW in
1975 and was elected
to the Senate in 1986.
He is the chairman
of the Senate Budget
Committee.

Sen. Larry Craig, RIdaho, may be known
more for his alleged escapades in men’s bathrooms than his role in
government. He did
some graduate work
at GW in 1970 and has
served as Idaho’s senator since 1991.

Rep. Jimmy Duncan, R-Tenn., graduated from the Law
School in 1973. He
represents Tennessee’s 2nd District in
the House.

Rep. Michael Enzi, R-Wyo., earned an
accounting degree from GW in 1966. He
was elected to the Senate in 1997.

Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii, attended
GW as an undergraduate and graduate
student after losing his right arm fighting in WWII. He is the third most senior
senator in the Senate and has been in office since 1962. He is currently the chairman of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation.

Rep. Steve Israel,
D-N.Y., received a
degree in political
science in 1983. He
was elected in 2000 to
represent New York’s
2nd District in the
House.

Sen. Sam Johnson, R-Texas, earned a
master’s degree in international affairs
from GW in 1974 after years of distinguished military service. He represents
Texas' 3rd congressional district in the
House.

Rep. Tim Mahoney,
D-Fla., earned an
MBA from GW. He
replaced the infamous Mark Foley as
the representative for
Florida’s 16th District
in the House.

Sen. Jim Ramstad, R-Minn., earned a degree with honors from the Law School in
1973. He has represented Minnesota’s 3rd
District in the House since 1990.

Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev., graduated from
GW Law School in 1964. He is the majority
leader in the U.S. Senate and has been Nevada’s senior senator since 1987.

Rep. Cliff Stearns, RFla., graduated from
the School of Engineering and Applied
Science with a degree
in 1963. He has represented Florida’s 6th
District since 1989.

Rep. Robert Wexler,
D-Fla., received a degree from the Law
School in 1985. He
currently represents
Florida’s 19th District
in the House.
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GWMARKETPLACE

www.gwmarketplace.com

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

Kieran Wilde, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309

JOBS

Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com

Internship/paid. Wanted: Aggressive,
outgoing go-getter to work with
Senior Vice President at Wachovia
Securities. Call Bill Flanigan, Senior

GW Hatchet classifieds are
now The GW Marketplace.
Online classfied ads are
available FREE to all GW
students and faculty.

Vice-President, 301-961-0131.
!Bartending! $250/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. (800)965-6520 x 171.

All classifieds should be placed online.
If you cannot access the internet, ads
may be placed via email, fax or in
person at our office. An extra fee
may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard,
American Express and Discover, as
well as cash and check through our
office.

Part-Time Office Work - If you are
a current college student with good
computer skills, consider this parttime (approx. 24 hours per week)
opportunity. Federal government
agency with a friendly work environment and within walking distance of
GWU (21st and L) needs your help
to scan and post legal decisions to
its website. Hourly pay range $11.85
- $26.81 per hour. Send resumes
and proof of college enrollment
marked “Part-Time Student Office
Assistant” via email to employment@cftc.gov or by fax to (202)
418-5535. Call (202) 418-5003 if you
have questions.

(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

SERVICES

We are seeking intelligent,
attractive, non-smoking
women between the ages
of 21-29 who are physically fit and maintaining a
healthy lifestyle. $10,000
plus all expenses. If you
have a desire to help an
infertile family please contact us.
Email: darlene@aperfectmatch.com
1-800-264-8828 www.
aperfectmatch.com
Perfectly matching donors
with families since 1998

Non-GW clients pay a small fee for
online posting.
Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25
words, and $.30 per word beyond
that.

The GW Hatchet

SPRING BREAK
SPECIALS!
Negril: $659*
Cancun: $739*
Acapulco: $769*
Includes airfare &
7-night hotel!
Book by 11/15/08 and
get FREE drinks and
excursions!

STUDENT HOUSING

Visit STA Travel:
Marvin Center - Ground
Floor
202.747.9772
gwu@statravel.com

UNWANTED PREGNANCY? Loving,
financially-stable, well-educated
couple in Arlington looking to adopt.
Contact: naomichandra@hotmail.
com or 703-362-9875.

*Some restrictions may
apply. See store for details.

Free Classifieds!
Students, faculty and staff, place your ad online today for free at
www.GWMarketplace.com .

Edited by Will Shortz
Across
1 It may get a
licking after
lunch
5 Charged, as
particles
10 “Immediately!,”
in the operating
room
14 Choose
15 Said letter by
letter, Britishstyle
16 One of 18 on a
golf course
17 Actress Spelling
18 One who
embroiders a
waste conduit?
20 Police weapons
that immobilize
suspects
22 Drug that’s
smoked in a
pipe
23 On the safe
side, at sea
24 Despots
26 Sketcher of a
bureau
compartment?

30 Caesar or Cicero
31 Drunk’s sound
32 Facts and
figures
36 Had lunch, e.g.
37 Ph.D. recipient
41 Hoover,
informally
42 Chromosome
part
44 Many, many
moons
45 Ham it up
47 Presenter of a
bathroom stall?
51 “The ___
Falcon”
54 And others:
Abbr.
55 Mideast chief:
Var.
56 Shipping
hazards in the
North Atlantic
60 One pulling a tall
structure?
63 Chimney buildup
64 “Just a little off”
at the barber’s
65 Put up with

66 Dial ___
(telephone
sound)
67 Meeting: Abbr.
68 Sal of “Rebel
Without a
Cause”
69 Distort

Down
1 Withdraws, with
“out”
2 Hilariously funny
thing
3 Hosiery hue
4 Pacific island in
major W.W. II
fighting
5 Main bank vis-àvis currency
6 Unlocked
7 The first “N” of
CNN
8 ___ du Diable
9 Middle: Abbr.
10 Astronaut Alan
11 Bring, as a
disabled car to a
garage
12 Native on the
Bering Sea
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
13 Contract
provisions
DJ E I BB R E AD F A R S G I L I O NA DF A
19
Hurting
E
M
O
T
E
R
S
P
E
E
D
E
R
S
A R E E D
I C E I N
D R J
WB I E N T DC OHWA S H HA I D ME A LE AT YO A 21 Secluded valleys
GB QA T S YH P I E N E I L NE SV PA I T RO ER S 24 Head’s opposite
25 Org. promoting
U N WE I T S D E S P AB TE EG NO TO SD
leadership and
I R FA OR RE G O T
LS AT XA N E C S EQ
growth for
I H L I I N VG E E U AS NE OR N N O S E
females
A T T NA OS S L E A L P P RS E DD AA NW TN 2 26 Engage in a
street auto race
R E G T
O N T I R CA E D EA PR E I EN S 2
S C I E P P O T S E R I N I N M PS UT RE E 27 Memorization
method
S L T OA V N A L K I N ER O SA AM R T R E 2
SN I A NR E RWA A T V E E D A AL NC OO RV AE K 2 28 “You said it,
brother!”
TA ER C T I S C T L O EC I K M AA DR VK I E CT E
29 French wine
AP BR U I C A I M E T SO TO KB EA E I NR EN R 2
region
RS YY EN O T D E S E N S
S DE RE OY SA S 2 33 State openly

1

2

3

4

5

14

15

17

18

20

6

7

21

27

10

24

13

25

29
31

36

37
43
47
52

12

22

28

42

11

19

30

51

9

38

32

39

40

44

45

48

49

53

33

34

35

46

50

56
62

57

60

61

64

65

66

67

68

69

58

59

63

Puzzle by Sharon Delorme

46 Bothers
48 München mister
49 Many men’s
hairlines do this
50 Not mono
51 Actor Damon
and others
52 Love Italian-style
53 Annual telethon
host Jerry

Students, faculty and staff, place
your ad online today for free at
www.GWMarketplace.com.

41

54

55

34 London’s ___
Gallery
35 Whiz at tennis
serves
38 Corporate V.I.P.’s
39 Hockey legend
Gordie
40 Get-off-drugs
facility
43 Holds in high
regard

Free Classifieds!

16

23
26

8

No. 0929

56 Triumphant cry
57 Piece next to a
knight
58 “Going, going,
___!”
59 One-dish meal
61 Scottish cap
62 Geisha’s
waistband

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Play another Sudoku
online DAILY at
www.gwhatchet.com/puzzles
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